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Introduction

TuE,....production of apacket of -materials on
the education of the gifted and talented nec-

essarily presents a bias. A viewpoint is presented
both by what is included and by what is left out. In
ordinary circumstances readers and users of the
materials offered here would expect a range of
resources that would introduce them to the major
issues and concerns in 'the field. identification,
ability grouping, programing, curriculum, teacher
training, and the like. While we, have `tried to
address ourselves to some of these issues, the major
thrust of the new material presentedhere leads in
a somewhat different direction. .

Several of our authors point out with unusual
clarity that these are not ordinary circumstances.
In. Roberta Flack's words, "These are tryin' times,"
and that fact places-the education of the gifted and
talented in a speCial context, one in which the
question of the humanization of our common life
is put with uncommon force.

Elizabeth Drews directs our 'attention to the
questilm of educating the gifted and talented
toward more humanizing values, reminding us
that we neglect the moral potential of each suc-
ceeding generation at the risk of great social loss.
Bill McLaughlin brings into focus educdtion's
"urge to organize for predictabilityl" community
abdication of commitment to diversity, and the
neglect of both precision and enjoyment of the
educational experience. 'Alexinia Baldwin's ex-
ploration of strategies for the education of the
disadvantaged gifted combines poignance with
pragmati, "holding out the hope that there are
concrete things to be done that are both doable
and worth doing. The article presented by the
editor discusses some basic organizational ques-
tions in the context of change processes and the

H

.
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Tsople who _Rarticipate in_them. Finally, we arse
pleased to present "A Conversation with Jim Gal-
lagher" as part of this publication. Its,separate
introduction makes further comment here un-
necessary. rt

Those who have been invited to cdntribute io
this publication have some cogent questions to put
to us. They have eaTned their battle stars (and
scars!) on alb firing lin`e-of gifted education. Many
of the perspectives presented here 'are not com-
monly encountered amid the barrage of budgets
at school board meetings or over cups of coffee in
faculty lunchrooms. Biases are' frankly expressed.,
While our contributors speak neither fiir the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Chil-
dren not-.°r the Council for Exceptional dhildren,
nor on behalf of all educators.of the gifted and
talented, they certainly speak to all of us, and their
voices deserve to be heard. 4 ,

V

But a collection Of ma erials such as this needs
more than a flesh perspecti to commend it to an
audience. Thus, we hav included a separate
listing of publications nd resources. available
through the National/State Leadership Training
Institute on the Gifted and Talented and the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted 'Chil-
dren. We hope the will be of long term use to
readers. A topical bibliography _has also been
provided. .

A closing word of appreciation is extended to.'
Anna Jean Skinner of the Office of Gifted and
Talented, US Office of Education, for much effort.,
in putting together some of the resources drawn
upo to produce this publication wheb it was in
an rlier stage of development..

Bruce O: ,Boston
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THE
gifted,in my view, can, be simply defined

, 'as those who shot., thernselv.es, in relation
both to their age group and to all others, as more
fully hu.'an. This means Shat they reach intellect
tual, aesthetic, and moral heights, and that they
show insights and sensitivities in those areas which
others do not. Ever ,since intelligence tests came
into geneial usage, and particularly as a result of
Terman's work, we have'tended to use this narrow
caliper as a means, of selection, forgetting that
artistic and ethical' .talents are every bit as
important as intellectual talent, perhaps even more
so. Fortunately, the present moral crisis was sensed'
brgifted students (as well as older philosopher gen-
eralists.) in the Youth Revolution of the 1960's. Not
only was the importance of art and nature, of truth
and love reaffirmed, but searching questions.were
also asked about war and peace, prejudice and
poverty. These questions are still being asked --,-2and

more seriously, if perhaps less shrilly.
At a time when the world could well be on, the

Brink of disaster or, if we dramatically 'revise our
lives, at the point of transformation, it is ridicUlous
to continue with single vision ways of selecting the
gifted. To employ only one measure and thatof an

- essentially cognitive nature, the individual intelli-
gence test (Stanford-Binet or Wechsler) is in-
adequate. We must select fir affective as well as in,
dividual growth. Although 4,11e individual test,
including .the nonverbal impressions obtained by
the examiner, has many advantages over the group
test, it is still a strictly limited ,ipstrument Since it

\

Elizabeth Monroe D,rews is a professor at Porttand
St9te thriverszty and at the Unzv isity of California
at Berkeley. Her experiences th,gifted- students
helve led her from a oro roo schoolhouse to
unzverhty campuses, and have' eluded, teaching
counklfg, program developm t, research, 'and
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that narrow .segment of cognitive.
h is conscious.

,

Exploring a Broad Array of Talents ,
I am suggesti g that we can use at least three ways
,to.6xplore a b oad array of artistic and empathic
talents and se itivities: by inquiring into interests,
by judging performance, and by administering
tests.

The- first of these methods, discovering the
talented children by their show''of interest, can be
used by any concerned and alert observer. Ats an
example of the second method practicing artists in
the school can not only serve as4models of excel-
lence and inspiration, but will also detect the un-
ustia y talented children who work with them,
Thir ly, there are measures of character develop-

, ment recently devised that could well be used in
this w . Attitudes and behavior in such realms as
cheating, comformity, and helping cithEM can be
ascertained by tests as a supplement to observation.
There is rather geheral agreement on value hier-
archies and the various stages 'of character devel-
opment by those who have studied thig area inten-
sively.:There is consensus as to which values are
better (or higher), and whO is at what stage.

It has been_said that we are what we think, what
we read, what we Watch on television, den what
we ea the book that Leslie Linson and I wrote,
Values an Humanity, we made the point that we
are what w value. It is by our values that others
know us an that we recognize and discover our-
selves.

1

Recognizing Self Images
Helping the students recognize their self images and
values was among the objectives of the' programs
wl4ch I was,able to initiate in the Public SchBols of
Lansing, MiChigan, where I had been.Director of
PsyChological Services.

In the course of this research the students wer
asked to describe themselves. Thite types emerged'

ti



from their, descriptions. Moving upward on the
moral scale, they wire (a) the social leaders, (b)-the

. studious, and (c) the creative intellectual

The Social Leaders
, 4'7.7

Students, of course, are not pule types. In common
--With-everyone-else-, they-ex-hi-hit chtsters-of tendeneies-

aMong which some are dominant or character4tic.
When asked, they can tell yo-ti- who and what they

,,are, and this judgment about themselves has con-
s'i'derable validity. The avowed aim of the social
leaders Was to acquire money, power, and status.
In this pursuit they were perfectly willing to be ex-
pedient, and opportunistic. i4a,lniiig power,

and money a majority of the boys did
not "blame anyone for trying to grab all he can
get in this world." By contrast, less than a third of
the studiOus and creative intellectuals felt this way.

The social leaders did well enough academically,
often helped by their charm, but their social in-
terests came first. While the studious were prepar-
ing for examinations and the creative intellectuals
were reading about existentialism, the social leaders
were generally ,out electing someone to office or
better yet, getting themselves elected. Choosing to
see people Xs connivers and managers, their effort
was to be the masters in that game.

*

Ike

TheStudious . .

At a middle level of development were the studious
high achievers. These were conformists whose be:
haxiorovas standard-traditional and far from rebel
liou. They -did their assignments and they did
them well, although perhaps not always joyfully.
Although they studied more hours per week than
any other group, they tended to lack imagination
pnd intellectual initiative. 1,0 fact, they Seemed all
too, willing to it info the conventional academic
norm of following, instructions, taking examina
-Lions, and solving the problems set forth by teacher
and textbook.-^, s'

Many of the studious high achievers wanted to
know what to do and hyw, but rarely asked why.'
However, their feeling for .logic was good, their
sense of orgahization, superb. Learning for learn
ing's sake might lead them astray. Above' all they
wanted to be "good boys" and "good girls" and fol-
low that Conventional Wisdom. They Ware not often
school leTtiers, but they did _their work and they
turned if in on.time. Seldom creative and original,
many were highly productive in terms of such
things as the number of problems completed or the

. number of words in a theme, In theKfuture,
they w,anted to be hard 'working and conscientious,
to help others, and, we by the rules. They liked
a schedule that. was and a life that was

"ordered." They tended to be deadly serious,, and
sometimes they took themselves that way.

The Creative Intellectuals. -t

The 'most gifted intellectually and certainly the
mo-gragur-iTtiveo-f-the threetypes wefe7
tive /intellectuals. These were-nonconformists, -but
not Tin -t amoral sense.--Instead--, they were,high r

.

moral.- _individuals '-whop followest____their___. own
consciences. The,y would not automatically con-
form to their teachers' standards or these sezby
other students. Like Thoreau they were born pro-
testers' whO interrogatet1 every custom. Trusting
their own perceptions, they Were .unwilling to
accept, authority or authoritarian staternen6 with-
out critical examination. Frequently, they
reported, they disagreed with classmates and teach-
ers, preferring to listen to "people who hold ideas,
that are unpopular." In their attitudes to life, they

- were would-be ' movers and changers. Theit
-7-.approach was essentially intellectual, in ethe senge
that it involved ideas sand a willingness to rise 'rea-
son in rebuilding a world nearer to the heart's
desire. In addition, their style was creative, in The -

sense that 'imagination was given full play.. They
were inventors, not copiers.

In this group of creative intellectuals were large
numbers of our future scientists .(but not the engi-
neers and technicians), artists, writers, musicians,
and philosophers-at-lafge. As adolescents, many of
the creative intellect Is.had interests in all these
areas as well as being the ones who delved into ESP
and similar t&pics,on the outer fringes of kn41
edge..They also did in-depth studies of a scholarly
nature. One student apologized for remaining a
low achiever despite group- counseling help, saying,
"I've read a of Freud and all of Shakespeare this
term and aslow besides- and I've been so busy
educati myself that 4 just didn't have time to do
more than B .work in school." Reflection normally
preceded action. They did not always study the
text or do their assignment4, but they.read a -great
deal at every opportunity often reading while the
teacher was teaching, not an, endearing practice.

The creative intellectUals' behavior was open
and seeking. They often zev.eled in "being" and
aesthetic awareness, enjoying touch and taste, sight
and sound. But this in no way denied their sense of
beearning, Many translated their idealism into
action, espousing principles and declaring dedica
tions. The- girls particularly were concerned with
humane and altruistic causes.

If we agree with John R. Platt, the biophysicist,,

that the worldvorld is too clangerolis for anything short
of utopia -, that we must radically improve our
present life-143;1es or risk destruction then we must
all worly toward personal change and plan for the

1
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emergence of a new human nature, a new person,
a new image of humanity. What I am ,speaking of
is reaching out for joy, not merely adjustment. The
latter can mein iranquilli inertia, a willingness
to accept things as they e even when the situation
ii-dingerous andharmful.

Developing And-R-ecognizing-tfuntairepacmes
The-point-of all-this is that-we have-great-poten-
iialities that are only slightly developed. As n

Thoreau said, "But our capacities have never been
measured , nor are we to judge what we can do by
any 'precedents, Sp little has been tried: It was
Emerson's view that the proportion of our ability
that we use is only equal to the tip of the little
finger. Paul Goodman mentionedthat perhaps we
make use of only 2% of our potentialities, while
William James said, "Compared to what we might
be we are only half awake."

How many of our young have capacities compar-
able to those of a Leo Tolstoy or a Marie Curie is
not known, but their numbers, in my view, are fait
greater than is generally acknowledged. Unfortu-
nately, few find ways to emerge, and dilly a few of
those who do are recognized or encouraged. Until
very recently a majority of gifted youth has rather
resolutely kept their originality within acceptable
bounds.

Along with this great reservoir of undeveloped
human capacities, we must recognize that each
person is unique and differs from every other one.
Indeed, it would appear that those differences in-
crease as people become more developed and more
fully human. The most highly individual of all,
i.e. those whose unique traits can be most clearly
discerned and who are mast differentiated from
others, are the ones whom Abraham Maslow called
the self actualizing. (These individuals are often
highly gifted intellectually, btit, even more
important, they have-a high ethical concern for the
good of ,others along with insight into and accep-
tance of themselves.) And the occasions ivhen'they
reveal their unusual gifts and sensitivities are the
moments that Maslow referred to as peak exper-
iences: He believed they were "more purely dif-
ferent'from others at these, times when they rose

/ above the ordinary leve14nd,transcended them-
selves. Interestingly enough, these brlf interludes
which have been likened to mystic experiences are
also-moments when the individual feels a profound
unity with others. /

Whether our diversity will save us, as some
claim, or Whether it will destroy us, as others aver,
depends onhow.we think about, it and how the cul-
.turei exploits 4. All of us, and particularly the
gifted, must /recognize and develop he psychic
bond which 1nites all humanity in a common kin -

0

.

ship. If 'there i to be a unification of the world,
.

our gifted children must understand this tinity of
each with all, rath r than acquiesce in continued
conquest and exploitation n of the poor by the -rich
and of the Weak by t e strong. A "pecking order"
in t e sc oo s which conrn utes o an grog in
the- gifted and a humiliation of the slow will not
lead to a better world.

.Qur--c-ompetitive-cultur-e-is4tilessly destructive
in many ways and- Our silacili-feftec1 11a: Yet =We
can look at things differently. Even in a society of
conspicuous consumption, it is still true that the
best things in life are free. As George LeKanard
pointed Aut, the ,Myth of Limited Good does not
apply to such aspects of life as love and friendship,
health, respect, security, even spiritual well being.

Generally in the past the gifted child has been
selected and the adult creative geniuses lauded on
the basis of intellectual or artistic superiority. The
virtuoso did not have to be virtuous, nor the genius
generous. But I feel the fate of the world and the
needs of humanity dictate a reconsideration of all
this. In my view, as I mentioned earlier, the gifted
are those whose ethical qualities are comparable to
their other talents!

A Desire to Deal with Moral Islues
,Early in their lives most gifted children want to '
deal with moral issues and large human problemi.
Often they are appalled that the adults whom they_
know-are not concerned about the things that
bother them. We are morally irresponsible if we
shrug off these concerns.

. Before he had entered school, the prodigy Mike
Grnst had read extensively in mathematics and
astrsomy. By age 9, he tested in the top 19% in
all The usual areas of knowledge when compared
with graduating high school seniors. He was
allowed to attend honors classes at the university in
the morning, while he continued in elementary
school in the afternoon. It was at this time that he
began his efforts to understand the relationship
between; science and, religion. When asked what
books he would take with him to a desert island, he
replied that he wo4ld chpo only two books:
Russell and, Whitehead's Principia Mathematics
and Thomas Aquinar Summa Theologia. '

It fives Mike's opinion that St. Thomas had been
working in a situation that put him under a great

,j.handicap. "The Dead Sea sc olls had not- yet bee
discovered, .and the translati ns of Aristotle were hi

elmany ways inaccurate." Mik also reported that Si.
Thomas was further ham red in his insights by
the fact that the major theological innovations of
his time were occurring in England, not in France
where. he lived. Thus, it was Mike's conclusioh that

s Te 4
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he personally could make a great contribution to
knowledge by rewriting St. Thomas in terms of
20th century insights, particularly those of Russell
and Whitehead. .

Perhaps- it- is,- as Wordsworth said, _that_ he
____: in ant__ at___ easLt e ortunate, nrumpaire ;pne__Is_

ryborn trailing clouds of glo and that it is only the
adult world which causes "shades ofAe prison
house.. .to ..closeLopon_the..growing_boy,_$itplar_
cle-aSilioui-RtTi' innate potentiaTities were -also
xpressed by the 19th century New England tran-

scendentalists.
It may be that_rnesi education tends to dim and

obscure this early mental and moral clarity, and
that the more gifted children are those who retain
the_:vision longer' than others. Certainly there is
unlimited evidence that gifted children can do
amazing ,.things with their ,minds, and that their
.nt..rcsts Icad them to ask profound and searching
questions.

It is important that the gifted have an oppor,:
tunity to develop their potentialities. As ,e. e.
cummings said, "Youth's one need is to transcend
itself." Growth, positive development, evolution
are the urge of each organism. "Capacities clamor
to be used," Maslow believed, "capacities are
needs." Since we have varied talentsmental and
physical, aesthetic and spiritualwe enjo4y life
more, ,feel less thwarted, if we cultivate them and
let them bloom. Growthintellectual, artistic,
empathiccan continue throughout life. Studies
have shown that intelligence can and does increase,
people can "find" themselves.

Gifted people, however, especially those whose
"capacities clamor to be used," can easily become,
embittered. Girls early show talent, particularly in

,herbal, aesthetic, and empathic skills and sensitivi-
ties. In fact, the tests in our research studies
showed girls to be `superior to boys in the aesthetic
and altruistic realms and certainly as creative as
boys in many other arc as.

Women have found it difficult in the past to
develop their talents. The routine tasks, of doing
housework and herding the Children were
considered appropriate for all young women, even
those with great scientific talents, artistic flair,
genius in the use of words or the leadership of
people. Encouragement for their writing, scholar-
ship, or social leadership was usually lacking.
Mental health studies in the 1960's showed far
fewer girls,than boys in guidance clinics as children
or adolescents, but more women than men neurotic
at age 40. Talents stultified are reflected in, a
deterioration of mental health.

In all. this I am not only concerned with the lack
of self realization, but also with the loss to the

society of the talents of the highly gifted and
morally mature. The World today is in particularly
short supply of people with humane concerns who
are in administrative positions. Far too \many of

_ _these who ''rtm things" _do so beckus_e thy want,
po er_an e_ _o_ raw _
because they wishte -TieTp ethers. Ina Country Of
private affluence and public squalor there can

_ _ne_question but that the artist's touch and_guidance
are nee Ed: And in a Iana where the great beauties
of nature are threatened and destroyed at every
hand, the dedicated naturalist is essential.

There has been, as we all know, a great prolif-
eration of new facts and theories in this century.
As, with fact, the boundaries of subject matter and
disciplines change continually. Based as these
boundaries are on assumptions about the na,t4re of
the discipline (or matter or the world), these bound-
aries change with new discoveries. As Thomas
Kuhn, has shown The Structure .of Sczentific
Revolutions, it is by these new insights or intuitive
leaps that the great "revolutions" or changes occur
in science. Suddenly someone produces a new idea,
a novel way of tying things together, another point
of view, and the !'paradigM" (as Kuhn refers to it),
if accepted, can transform the worldwiew. Gifted
studkts must, learn to be comfortable with such
ambiguity and incompleteness, to know -and accept
that nothing is ever finished and much remains
incoherent.

The Purpose of Education'
Some think the essential work- of the school is to
disseminate knowledge, Their-view is that children,
and especially the gifted ones who might be
expected to become leaders, should learn The
major theories and "faCts" of their time. The
second view, one which I share, holds that the
primary purpose of. education is to help young
people to become better human beings. A third
position, that schools should teach students to learn
to learn, is concerned more with the process than
with knowledge itself. This premise recognizes the
ephemeral quality of much' knowledge and empha-
sizes the limitations of the mind as a storage recep
tack.

As intelligent beings, we all need to have a store
of information about the past and about our con-
temporary world. But there is ari obvious
limitation to this approach. As we have seen, much
of what is regarded as factual knowledge is fluid
rather than solid, transitory rather than
permanent.

Although I feel that the heart of a good educa-
tion is personal growth, there is a way of thin ri

about and defining knowledge that does n t sepa-
_
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rate knowing frotn being and becoming. I refer to into one's life. For example, ecology, sometimes
the concept of superior knowledge. It is defined/1A called the, "subversive sciences" is not only reward-

. Michael Polanyi las that whiCh is coherently k ing.intellectually, but also gives, us the added satis-
believed "to be-right and excellent." I. faction of knowinethat we are improving our en-

Superior knowyge is not arc-endlesi prolifera- virpnment and preserving nature's harmony.:
tion of facts and ideas. Unlike science it does not Virtues suchas gentleness and Mult-st-aldja-re cen
double every 10 years. Instead it is comprised .of tral to the discipline, and its study can suggest how
certain underlying themes which could be called we might apply these qualities in our own

..rules -to. live -by. They, ace found ,in_all,the_major , _ ,T,he_ third -porpose_of %chic at ion, Helping students".
philosophies and 'religions of the world, in the ",earn -to learn,"Waswidelfdiscusscknilhe 1-960K-

vgre classics and the scriptufes. Tim,' eless and Under this general riibric We can include study
eternal, such knowledge conveys theNessential truths , skills, learning to do experiments, and usingtefer-
of the human condition. In Thoreauls vier all wise once libraries. However, the mostimportant-asspect
Men have, asked the sanie questipns wesk and. -10 learning tolearn. is Iearnin# to think critically
"each has answered-,them. . . byhis words, and his 'and creatively: .,

...

life." Thus gifted students should study What the 4 ,

saints and sages have, to say and, how they have - /
lived their lives. #

,

, 40, Where. education cap help is in presenting and
clarifying this knowledgeaid encouraging students
tb act accordingly. EVeryone has some knowledge,
conscious or unconscious, of what is good and what
is bad. Superior knowledge is not necessarily the
property of the educated. Emerson stated, "There i

An Experimental Curriculuin for theGifted
I ,.would, like to share with you the development of
an experimentalcurriculum for jhe gifted in, the.
Lansing Public Schools in which, we tried to use
slime of the ideas about knowledge and self under.
standing -I have just discussed. We wanted to deter-
mine whether we could' t ch critical thinking and

,:- .
is a. certain,. wisdom of humanity, which our _ produce ,changes in stti ent thought 'patterns.
ordinary education'often,labors to silence and oh- These did not occutinthe conventional classes that
struct." , , ' ! used textboOks with euni*I' vision and a'''blarid '...,

.
---,

It is not that .the lessons of the' past have ,been , pointlof view.
rfeglected as a teaching source. Many 'would say
they have been overemphasiied. Yet,. too Often
these studies were Conducted as schOlastic exercises.
Students were not advisecrto apply,their knowledge/
of the good to, their own,lives.

There are many ways that even young gifted
children can make this world - abetter place. But
they are rarely encouraged dO so. How' often do
we suggest that they live by, a ake action in
terms of, higher values and superior knowlcdge?_

4 N

thibk and tiS, care.' ThirS our curridlum foCusecron
Nevertheless, all who try suCh approacjis.s d studies both of the self arid of others; broadly' ,

youngsters mostlinventive hetrthe chall , ,
speakinethemorld. For many years, students had
been,complaining,tO.,me about social studies; -.

The students and their, teachers (who were also
trained as counselorsYWere iryolved in, every aspect
of the planning, and production. I feel that much.
of the success.of the prograni was due to this in-
/...,olmerlf: It -was their program, net one devel-..
opted by an oufside agency and,-arbitraAly imposed
as "a teacher-proOtpackage. ' )' .

Otr first, concern was that th4' studeRti grow" in
moral .and ethical ways, and that therlearn' to

e is
held out and door are opened for the ithout

,

such opportuniti they are apt eel zwerless
and ,defeated befo they ar er,the th,fesho id of

'their lives. ,
Not only can. ace an emphasis on su

- r
We -study American kiistory in the 5th grade,..
the fith'grade,.and theIlth grade. Everiydr
the pilgrims mime in but.ive only get to:a-Bout-

_

erior World-War I; then we have the last 50 yearrs.
knowledge thui." e p tudents' better under ,

: in,. the `lase 50 m, inutes; When ire wc;ever
stand mselves and- the world, &it-learning cart,' s..--%,.

--1- , going to study 411out- the world we're living-in ,<

f become more humane and satisfying. -1'heob-
jectivity required of the data collector, the met- ',- , -- --'./:
merized memory work that is the lot of 'the student," , to answer that complaint- we began the new
would both change if the view of knowledge

right now

course with a stody_of,,the world as it However,
, changed. In Emerson's words, "[Schools] can only we were,cretlil to. give just_ the negative views.,

.

give
save us when they aim not to drill, but to create." -common' in the rne-dia. ,"se-MacieS,rfeffort through

\i ,

the work involved in study or scholarship cap be: out-to- share prospeLtS as well as -probleMs. We'
meaningful in its own right and can also serve as a wanted to present ,positive 'images of is
way/of-discovering Oneself and bringing .meaning pOteOtially good or tianscenaental'as well asiii,g,a=

",
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=tive ones man as a caged beast or a programed
robdt.

We felt that it w essential to reinstate hope.and
opt rifism, to show that there is much beauty and
love in the world wilthin everyone's reach. The best

in- life- .are-free--.--a-baby's
morning dew on the grass, the sharing of exciting

ear-wittr-frieirds:-Andtother far-gcrods----L phi-
losophy, religion, and the arts-cost very 'hale_

Tridney-:
The problems that we discussed in our course

were 'overpopulation, 'technology and ecology, *war
and peace, lade versus small organization, and
'materialism and conspicuous consumption, to
name 'a few. None of these had a simple answer.
and nest could indeed be looked at more than} one
way In this pi-6gram the students did not deal with
just orie:topic but with ,a number of significant
questions-, and they came to'see how all were'inter-
'elated; < _

The world which, we finally,presented was in a
loose-leaT, Open ended' form: the Four World
Textbook. four worldi-,were.rhe neural, the
technological, the aesthetic, and the human. Each
consisted of about 30-thultilithed pages which Were
made up of`' a: variety of clippings, drawings, and
typed excerpts. Students could make of 'these

_Worlds what they would, adding= and kW:Ark:Sing
pages and, in effect, deVeloping=personal, antholo-
gies...

To briiig students. back to the person and to
hu-man potentialities, to give them passports to
their, own territory, we had produced 30 minute`
style of-life films-of 10 creative, philosiphical, and
socially concernecfmen and women. We wanted .
students to= meet adults who were more
-human," both interrns of philosophical depth and
in the joy that they derived from their work.

T)ie Being and, Becoming Film Series and the
Four Worlds TeXtbook were the core Materials for
the new, program. Both the text and the films were
used in the context, of discussion. Stucients
were encouraged to present their viewpoints orally,
a new experiepce foc many, and to engage in con-
frorttations ,and dialogues walk their peers and,
teachers, using as subject matter the issues raised in
text or or by the., studekts themselves. The
tick was Bever dull and nester teacher dominated.
Ideas ranged from Oe conerett and persOnal to the
abifract and philosiiphical: We felt, that education
cant`and muSs be concerned, with ispes
Importance,tothe wOrld. It must assist th
ing Self: as it .struggles `to find a' person
and a place in a meaningful world.

Perhapt due to the heated discuislions the lack
of final:yr absolute answers, t'he continua involve

ment of thiF students, t e total front approa0, the
fine preparation an dedication of the teachers,
and the persuasiveness of the people who were the
film models, we ere able to achieve significant
gains in critical thinking as well as in many other
a rcas when-the pew course was-tested
mentally. 1; ,

'._ In Search 1:of the Ideal Learning EnvironMent

Thave-h-id, / a series of recurring dreams ih: ut the
ideal learning environment for the gifted. Over the
years I have written designs for a "learning enter,"
and in,. my homes1 in East Lansing, Michigan, in
Portland, Oregon, and now in Berkeley:

, California, I have built extra rooms for seminar
use. From my experienceI would say the furnish-
ings must be comfbrtable and attractive with food
preparation facilities near at hand and with nature
'visible at the window and accessible at the door,
available for a strioll or sunning. Many teachers
have had the-experience of taking students into a
beautiful setting, pardttilarly one redolent with
nature, and findin even the bored and the unruly
transformed.

In Learning Tog then I described the new com-
munity" which sele is a section of .a city (Portland,
Oregon) as a learn ng mall and involves people of
all ages and a variety of occupations. Particular
use is rtrade of the forest areas, parks, gardens; zoo,
science museum, ciUy library, the art museum and-
Ichool, and the historical museum. Gifted students
who have long since met their academic require-
ments often do not need to attend classes on a
.-regular basis, althOugh they may eagerly partici-
pate in philosophy seminars or enroll in university

.classes or apprentice themselves to artists or arti-
sans.

.

Continually I se rch for alternatives to the 2 x 4
clasSroom, the child incarcerated between the two

? covers of a textb.o6k -and the four walls of a s-rngle
room.-The two most exciting elementary schools,
involving studentsiof.a_v.ariety, of ages, that I have
seen recently are located, in very different settings.
One ,is in 4 suburb df Copenhagen, the Bagsvaerd
School, and tie other, The Old Green School, is in
Canby, a s ill t wn in Oregon. Both accept chit
dren from bout 6 to 14 years, although the are-
gon schdol has-so e older.pnes.

At the Bagsv erd School, children_ were self se-
lected by their oji n interest or because the philoso

.1

f crucial , phy of the sch
develop though the-edu
identity

-',
,1

1

/ 4,

ol, appealed to their parents. M
ators of*Deninark`say little'about

:gifted children ',many of these obsious4 were just
that. Wish fivel teachers an siny-some children
there was leewaiy fdr indivi -help. Students were,-
encouraged to ead, do sae ce experiments, create

,
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art, make-music, and work together-in a variety of
ways.

Given freedom, the eachers found that children
could work through, their problems. At the begin-
ning many students reverted to behavior that has
been Common in schools through the centuries:
Some of the big boys, aggressive and egpcentric,
fought with each other and lorded it over the other

children, . -There were -ahout -ZOO_ brilliante___gSeen__
enamelled boxes (donated by fiiborg Beer) which
were to be used for partitions in the large room. At
first the older boys made two competing castles and
then proceeded to wage war. The smaller chil-
drennot yet wise to the ways of the worldOb-
jected to this behavior', sent emissaries to the
strongholds, and finally talked the,malefactors into
helping them make a ship which schoolmates
clambered into and where all began playing and
working together.

Many of he customary problems that teachers
usually confront simply did not exist in the fret
'situation. The young children .profited especially,
taking responsibility for many things, including
running the schOol food, program. There was no
great pressure to learn; but it was found that, with
excellent teachers as consultants, the students
became deeply involved' in many' projects. They
rarely used textbooks: instead they read all
manner of current materials, including, news:
papers. Those who en 'wed reading requested a
quiet room just for tat. Almost everyone de-
1.1-landed 'that a soundproof room be provided for
',the musicians.

The Old Green School had ten or twelve fewer
children than B.agsvaerd and twb teachers _rather
than five, bathe pattern was similar. At first they
inhabited the basement of an old school building
complete wixh nooks and crannies reading alco#es
and hobby closets. In the spring of 1974 this build,:
ing was destroyed by, fire and the school is noii,
housed in a vacated symposium. But excitement fot
learning is unimpaired. All ages and kinds of chit ;1
dren work together with boundless enthusiasm.,-,,
Even the youngest take on projects of enormous-
scope: _

Young children read adult books without fear of
criticism. And there were always, in both schools,
enough adult volunteers to supply talented conver-
sational ,partners for many of the more intellec-
tually adventurous children. 'In Canby as well' s in
C9penhagen Children wrote books of imposing
length, did large scale art projects, and conducted
impressive, science experftnents. Several of the
Bagsvaerd children had typed and duplicated nov-
els. But :more important than any of this was the
sense of community that prevailed and the fact

-. - . \ . ).that there w i tach situation far More coopera-
tion than co etition.

An alterrikt e high school qf. outstanding qual-
ity, one that truly "works," s the Off,-Campus
School in Bellevue, Washington. Populated solely
by drop-outs from the ,conventional schools_and
housed in a
church) in a
open for_ alit
for student se

tiful mOdern buildilig-(a former
e setting, this school has been

ur yws.3)_espite_the_b_asis,
ection (t ey must have been dropped

or have dropped out ,willingly), an urbane and
gifted teacher, Glenn Holden, assured us that this
was in many ways the most tellectually demand-
ing of die Bellevue high scho Is. ,

Most of the work is a omplished outside the
school after the stude nd teacher have de-
cided which direction the eading and the .other
activities will take. Stu freedom in allotting their
time allows students to fit in studies with work
schedules. Creative dramatics, yoga, ph}tical edu-
cation, and hiking are done in groups. But the aca-
demic subjects are taughr\in a series of individual
tutorials which consist' of discussion and
evaluation. Stiscrents nel.)er fail to show up for these
and rarely forget theirlassiiihments, because it is
they who help choose What work they will do and
who will call in for their appointments. In contrast
with the normal load of six classes in,conventional
high schools, a student zai the off-campus school
generally concentrates on one or two courses at a
time. These are often finished in a short period of
three to six weeks:

Student attitudes were good. They could work at
their own rate, put questions /directly to their
teachers and ixpect to get answers., Integration of
subject areas as well as of work with study were
possible. For example, a unit in/ genetics has been
used to lead into a mathemat'Cs unit on proba-
bility. In general, the aim was o encourage
viduality and to Al* the stu ents' own interests.
The school accepts as its them Thareau's dictum, .

f a man does not_keep,pace with his cpmpanions,,.
erhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.

Let him step to the music which he hears, however
Measured or far away."

There are a number of qualities that must be
present in a good learning environment, but they
cannot be established by fiat. The teacher as con-
ductor in both the sense of Conduit for an electri-
cal charge and as a maestro is ,the vital factor. A
good environment is one that helps all to feel
accepted and free to be their best selves. As
William Jennings Bryan said, s"PeOple should be
allovied to make their own mistakes." Gifted skti-
dents should be given enongh rope, not hang them- '
selves, but so that through exploration they will see

12
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,
the: range

.
Of possibilities. Love is vital to

a5ceOakce, the central ingredient.
TI* environment should be more than free and

accepting, it must also be responsive. Where bright
students ask 'questions 7 and they ask many,.that's
one way to identify_ them the responses should
whet their desires to learn more and continue with
their queries:

For the gifted,.responsiveness in the emmiconment
is still not enough. There should beMemorable
ideas and things to contemplate, and what
Whitehead called "vivid" people. We learn best,
Emerson felt, not by "inst ructitn, but [by) pray-
ocation.".

The Role of the Teacher
4> The teacher's role, I believe, is more that of a facil-

itator and source of Inspiration than of a fount of
, knowledge. Max Lerner has spoken of the incan-

descent teacher, and there. is an old saying that to
. kindle another you must yourself glow. We all

know that there are people we feel warmed by and
other's who leave us cold; some who kindle our
imAginations, others who dampen our enthu-
siasm Perhaps' it is, as Goethe believed, that we
only learn through-those we love.

As you probably have gathered, I believe that
kindness is a more important quality than intellec-
tual sharpness. Certainly a teacher needs both
emotional and ethical maturity, along with intel-
lectual depth. The film models, as well as the
teachers -in the Being and Becoming program, all
talked about what they believed in and cared

, aliout. The students responded by saying they-had
never heard an adult discuss .a philosophy of life
before and this was a very meaningful experience.

Carl Rogers' has written movingly on 'the point
that no one can teach another we can only learn
together! This is the "letting be" of Lao-Tzu. My
vie is thatin all education we need a combination
of this Eastern nonitwrvention and Western chal-
lenge. To lead out is the literal meaning of the
Latin verb educere, from which the word
education is derived.

. Despite what I .havetaid about the importance of
kindness. _the need for the teacher to be the stu-
dents' friend, td be pn'their side, if nece'ssar'y to be
their tdvocatc.1 algo

.11.
belie,ie teachers should know.

something. They shotld like to shOurd

be expert in at least one area; and the most gifted
should become philosopher generalists-. Taking, a
student by the hand and saying "let's go look it up
together" is not enough. And the negative function
of getting out of the learners' way while they look
up things for themselves is not the_proper,role for
the teacher. Gifted students need to find their
intellectual kin, those who also care deeply about
ideas. The teacher who can ask the trenchant ques-
tion or point to a new way' of looking at a problem
is needed by-the gifted at all ages. But this must be
done in the manner of a Whitehead whose friend
Lucien Price reported, "There was not a grain of ill
will anywhere in him; for all his formidable arma-

- ment, never a wounding word." .

It would follow that teachers not only need to
like gifted children, but t
their minds r. ha
Basic to li

ey should also revel in
ng threatened 'by them.

is having a positive image
about hum ngs. I tend to believe that
thinking well of others and of yourself are of a
piece.

I feel strongly that teachers need opportunity to
keep abreast of their subjects and their times. To
do an adequate job of teaching I believe no teacher
should be asked 'to be oh the firing line in class-
room teaching more than half a day, perhaps only
10 to 15 hours .a week. Teachers need time to thjnk
about their students,. to do research on their sub-
jects, to renew themselves. If...they are to be models
for the gifted, the writers-need-to write, the musi-
cians to play, the scientists to experiment. How can
teachers have the excited minds found among the
creative if they are dead tired?

The first two chapters ollea_rning Together are
abotit the problems of a gifted young creative iel-
lectual, ISO; Saxon. Fle.ihad some exttilent
teachers and some very or ones and his recorccf
fluctuated like a yo-yo in these various settings. As
with many of the more sensitive gifted -young peo-
ple, he would reuse to learn if sufficiently at odds
with a teacher. But Don thought teachers Were very
important and knew what he would like them to
be:

8_

04 9!"'--,
.77

What we need is people who vibrate knowi-
edge ..--teacher philosophers. People who
create things! Capital E Empathy . Caps
cal T Truth ; Capihal Love.
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The Gifted Student :
A National :Administrator's View

Bill McLaughlFri

1

AT
ONE time I had ten National Merit finalists has unpredictable elements. But where in our .,

in one class. Some of us have had these expert- .organizational patterns can we teally wake a
ences, and it was the kind of thing that'hit me child's interest factors and change the whole stream
about the time the students were beginning Fi ask of everits overnight as the child suddenly catches
very hard questions. Some of these studen9 went that spark? We might go home and wirite another
on to lead the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley seating plan for the next day-. The new eating plan
and were quite active in the early 1960's in some of might be just as sterile as the old one and neither
the activities that took place on postsecondary one of them might be related to what the child had
campuses. This aroused my interest in terms of on his mind. How do we set up schools in sue a
what we have.done that might be positive or mega- way that we allow 'the unpredictable elem t to
tive, in terms of the Oucation of these talented enter in? / , -

young people. , The second Major problem is community ab-
. dication. I really feel that the principal leaders in- .

most of the communities in this country have really
abdicated, by and large, their gut level commit-
ment to young people of all kinds, but particularly
to those who may annoy theM in terms of taTent
and giftedness. A specific instance: In California
I met with peOple from the city of Irvine, and they
asked me to comment on how I saw educational

deal with the unpredictable and to accommodate : ideas for the city. They have millions,and millidri:si
it. understand it and sup rt it in the school 4 dollars, great affluence there; they have the
scene. The Philadelphia Pa' way Khoo' probably land; they have controllable possibilities. I said,
is one extreme of something that is organized but in,_ essence, there is no. place for young people

--
.... in Irvine, _there is just no placOour representative

.-.- ' roles are all built around apartment representation

Three Problems ,. 1 '
I think there are three problems we

t
face in the

cl.school situation which should' be addresse in a
positive way. The first one is this terrible u ge lo
organize for predictability., We have to find other
administrative vehicles that will give us room to

c
Bill McLaughlin is currently Assistant to the Corn- or condoininiurn representation, or. some other
missioner, US Office of Ed ation. He taught for . tennis court repr ntation, swimming pool. rep-
sever41 years in California a Newport Beach and resentation - v 'interest at' the adult level
Santa Barbara,, school- dist 'cts which had funds in tems-ofs service. You h'aire an art show going .
available for gifted-trogra , parental awareness,' on at yfrecti beautiful shopping center, and ii is

--and the kind of pressure nee scary to producer pro- not a.sfucient art show, even hough school has
grams for the gifted. He been the Pirector of o9,nly'been'out a wee Itis a professional art show
Secondary Education 4nSt to Barbara and the incld` the whole thing is veneered to a very high
ilitustant Superintendent f Instruction t the . ;Stegtee. There is no place fOr the kid Ito come and
national level he has se teed as th.e_LIS 0- fice-of Edu- bFrng an expressive effort in the aii center. You
'i,iilion's Regional CgmAiploner for) Region X in really have a sterile environmentf7in what shuld
Segttle. He also wortf,ecl closely with Ms. Jane Cas.et.1---tr.e considered a model city of the future. But, then
Williams of the Office of Gifted and Talented ofiiiie \.-i. had to admit something. Over 15 years ago I

Report to donguis: :Education of ,the diftedAnd thi. g _happening, so this raid of surprise me, we
.USOE in the productiop of the Commisiioner's w a teacher in the same area and X saw the same

Talented,_1971'.
4 ' -;--1 Have' great affluerir in man -of these community ---t) .

i
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settings 'hut...no real place. The kids are virtually
senile adolescents. They are aged so -quickly in iso-
lation from what is happening in the real world,
and I do not think the communities areletting
them-into-the-game.

Another example: At a 'meeting of teachers of
Eng, Ish as a second language; in San Francisco,

.I indicted a nearby bank finishing its 50 story
building because odginalfy. there was not one single
floor in that bank building which brought those
kids from Chinatown, within the shadow of the
building, into that bank to understand anything
that might be going on there, that might even
vaguely relate to what those children in Chinatown
were doini,_ other than' a routine field-trip around
the big black rock in the front. I saki, "Use a whole
floor of this -building to bring those kids at appro-
priate points into the life of commerce in the city
of San Francisco." think gifted children and
youth are rejecting the commercial leadership role,
for example, or the industrial leadership role.
They see no reason to seek it; nobody has made
any overtures to them. Businessmen are like the
politicians in this workl the gified children do not
see any reason,to be either one. Now to politicians
make overtures to them. They. are still suspect,
but the commercial and industrial leaders could
open uptheir doors. So think there has been;
community abdication where there could be highly
productive responsibility.

I.

Third, we have this self image thing. VAs

secondary teacher most of mi teaching life,. I used
to rebel at wordi like self concept, self image. We
have done A lot of studies about peer group rela-
tionships, and we have made it pretty clear in our
research why''peer group relationships are impor
cant to survival. But I do not know sthere the
major studies are that tell jets why it pays nut to'
be a peer group individual. We have geared our
whole system tightly to self image in peer groups.
There we stand, and'few children move outside it,

. The students in recent years have created Their own
outside peer group, and if you do not watch out,
it is coopted overnight into an inside peer group
and gets manipulated for other reasons clothing,
records, violence, what have you. Whatever we act
in school, we have to give the gifted the emotional
support to be different. I have seen and wprked
with Boys' Club activities in the inner city, where
a simple hand on the shoulder was all the emotion-
al support that a child needed to-go..4 and do
something. I think that if you.are working with the
gifted you have to understand the emotional sup

rt problem and the implications of self image for
the talented.

A Wide Spectrum of Resources

We need a wide spectrum of reso ces .for experi-
ence. Many city schools are ba to a basic four
and one at the secondary le 1. They have the,
required" EngliSh, the required social Studies, the
required basic mathematics, required physical'
education, and maybe, there is one variable al-
lowed; but tlIat is'not a wide spectrum of resources,,
particulapy for the kind of teaching that works
with gifted and talented children. These children
need quality humans around or they need exposure
to them. And that is nor me as the classroom
teacher; that is'a Jascha Heifetz if he happens to be
in residence there. or a Picasso if he lives around
the town someplace.

I did a paper for Dr. All when he was the
. Commissioner of Education, using San Francisco
City 'Schools as the model structure, and I proposed
that for every .10,000 ,students we would have a
Scholars in Residence Unit of some kind which
would consist of the outstanding teachers and resi-
dents of that immediate area. Our promising kids
would be routed to these people when the spark
came. At the city level, we would turn some ,por-
tion of the city, like the Philadelphia parkway
School idea, into a Scholars in Residence- Center
where the children could go to a hu.miii`contact
who happened to be a superior person in terms of

iti and talent.f Gifted and talented children,
ddillathect begin to be able' to identify with that
person."There is a wide,spectrum of resources that
is literally closed out for a lot of our children.

I was reading about the gang structure problem -s.
in Philadelphia the other day. It used to be those
youths Could roam at least six or eight blocks but,
according to these stories, they cannot roam more
han half a block. They are literally tied intoia geo-

phical avea no bigger than a football .field fcir
purposes of their own survjval. If the schools
.cannot get them" out of , that kind of box, then
_nobody can. This is a specific examplekthai points
out my .deepest -concern, and that i? the huge
p'opulation problem the issue of the urban area

' and the fact that 'literally thousands of children
perish under those pressures. Whatever abilities
they may have even on a normal scale never really
surface, particularly the children who may have
unique interests or talents of some kind. They are
physically isolated from experiences, and until they
get into these experience levels they are not going
to go beyond the physical modes immediately
around them. Of course, desegregation is helping
sortie. But we do not'really know what its full irro
Plications are going to be. Thee movement in some
cases simply transfers the same' package from
w}iere it was to where it is now, minus some of the.
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human warmth that might have been there when
the _kids were back where they were. This is an
ycertain way to open human resources and widen
experience. 0

Neglected Areas

We need to stress the fact that the good !hind n
the thoroughly explored and exploring individ
are the basis of responsible decision maicing.On th
campuses of this country in the 1950's and 1960's
we had a constant onslaught ot young people, ftt
in many ways they were assuming a responsibility
that was probably'not assumed by most genera-
tions. Someone asks, "What are you doing about
teaching responsibility?" You become a more
responsible human being in the use of what re-
search or knowledge you have. Our country at pre-
sent does not really see responsibility in this con-
text. Responsibility in our country for a long time
has been all too frequently an obedience training
process in the schools,,,,not a process that makes
individuals responsible through building decision
making ca abilities and better able to live with
what they ve decided.

In our ciety we organize: for predictability
more than for responsibility. We cannot predict
what theta payer is going to say next 33-r what any-

' body is got to do next, but we constantly organ-
ize to.get ourselves as predictable as we can. As a
school ,adm'nistsator I fought constantly to stay

..away_from predictability. A board..member.asked
one night, "We put in courses the humanities;-
what are the humanities?" He w'anied -a list. An
hour lAer I was still trying to ,givhiin an answer
that he Mould live with, still vote for the-humani-
ties, and yet not have to go back,and face the talc-
payers with. the unpredictable and ,get voted out
of office accordingly. I think we are in a context
in our country where we do not really encourage the
.individual to feel responsible for himself or to con-
tinually use talent in unpredictable ways.

Another neglected area is precision. rI was
talking tba group, of student's in a humanities
seminar about three or four years ago and I said
precision is really one of the most essential things
to using your talents, be it in the poetry-of Lebdard
Cohen ot any other area. I brought up the issue of
precision in love making as an example (these were
1§, year oldsl and they thought about that for
quite a while before they even began to react.
Where arewe in terms of philosophy in this whole
area: How do you do something artistically but
with same precision so_ttat there is not .just a pri-
meval urge? It seems only natural t expect ,pre
cision as a part of giftedness.

We have also neglected enjoyment f life There

is a rare rabic phrase. "I'm ahead of you in
appreciatin and enjoying life, now catch up with
me." That sounds weird, but I am thinking othow
many clalsrooms I have gone to where nobody in_
the Town said-they lvere-enjoying.thingsgnd where
nobody Was willing to say that kind of thing:

Wilat I am pressing for is that somewhere in our
configuration we have got to core to some
thoughts about what we ought to suggest to people.
Wha /are the components that you would put into
a decision?

.--)

Children can' be responsible: they ,san create
functions and roles. In the elementary and secon-
dary schools the teachers need breathing time and
the children need their released 'experience. For
example, if our math teachers had.had time to think
in the1960's,they might not havebeen caught up as
heavily as they were in what is now being indicted
by the modern math leaders. Nothing was done for
400 years and then they tried to revolutionize '

things all at once. They were not sure, and their
whole way of thinking was not integrated. So we
had to process them. Well, we processed them and
packaged them and got them fairly organized and
into the sets and all thai. Zacharius spent millions
and millions of dollars and got things going across
the United States in curriculum and nobody loved
him -for it. There was just power there that came
with the materials,-and wham! We have got to do
the yellow book, or else, becauie our children are
smarter than the green book or whatever ii' is.

.That is part of the period when we were exploiting
those children: We vicre moving.them. On the last.
dayof school, I asked them, "What do you think of
our effort? You've teen with us three years in an
experimental high school now." And one of them
said, "You've created'a suburban. Devil's Island."
So we really have to release them from the time
restraints, and the physical location restraints,
and give them freedom to make some decisions
about the direction of'their own education.

Grouping -
.

I think that one of the major problems in grouping
is the fact that we have grouped for grouping's
sake., We have not recognized the interest factor.
we have not really eliminated the.sterile cafeteria
of college prep, five of these and one of those.
Instead we -need co insist that beyond the five of
these and one of _those there might be' 50 to 100
other potential ways of grouping students in a
school, he they young children or secondar+ school
students. Most school counselors tend to 'work with
the nun-lei-lea factor alone. we have a six period
day. ,Their charges are put- into a grouping situa-
tion three out of the six, and the other three ale

*
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made into requiremen What happens as a result;
of this split is not d. We simply assume the---4_
physics teacher is a somatically trying to do
something about physt because he has a group.
Hind that does riot-happen most of the time. The
English teacher gives them a few more books, and
the history teacher gives them a few moregs-ign-
ments. I think that vre need to look at school
designs in laying out the options, that we go into

`-,variables of 50 to 100 potential ways of structuring
the educational expertence, rather than simply,
saying that you have periods in the day and no
more. When these children are given these varia-
bles in experiences, they should be available to the

. teachers too. Get the teachers away from the
building part of the time. They need it as much as
the children, and teachingjust might become,
inspired.

Initiating Programs
How do you get these programs under way? I think'
that the question which-we should think about first
is how to work with the attitude question at the
local school district level in planning and moving
programs, because the cynicism about federal aid
to education' is fairly widespread. The federal
bureaucrats say, "All right. You bring a project in
for twelve months." We hire teachers and we will
get the show going. Then the cork gets pulled and
we are in _trouble _again. I have a very serious

.,indictment of practically. all federal agencies. since
1965: because where dollars were avails e in
sizable amounts for the necessary efforts, al St
none of those dollars went to any effort to sustain
or encourage something called giftedness in chil-
dren almost none at. all. And now we find our-
selves with the consequent problem of asking how
we are going to continue to serve these children.
When. we have had the money, we have not used
if to pull children out of negative and into posi;
tive expe iences. .

We ne d to work more toward a state _role in
planning1 In most of the work we have betodoing
out of the Office of Gifted and,,,Talentedi we have

1

--been very; heavily involved with state leadership,
and I think

4
that there is a healthy attitude re-

garding federal intervention mechanism.
So first, become aware of help available at the
state level. Analyze your staff for leadership poten-
tial in this area. Then go before the Board of
Education, not to say you want to start a program
for the gifted, but to say that you want to identify
what you . are currently doing, which could be
impro,ved, Go to the Board'gently and say, "We're
going to start a little search for those things that
look promising in the district. Not to start a new
program, or a revolution or anything,, but to see
what we're already doing." They will feel good and
you can come back and say, "Look, here are the
wonderful things we're already doing, but this is
only 10% of The performance that we realljt
be accomplishing .becattse we have x numb r of
children who qualify who don't have any pro rams,
available."

What I am sneaking up on here -is quanti ation
for program purposes. Now that is tt bad phrase.
in this day and age. But when you begin to develop
a program for something in a school system, you
have to quantify it. You have to bring it back
to a baseOf some kind that says to Jde Doaks on the
Board or Sally Smith: It is going to cost you x
dollars- to get this thing going.' We have got to
come with two or three of our own ideas. We have
to say there are x number of children in America
who are being deprived of the_ spectrum olexperi-
ences that would use their talents better and,
district by district, all children de4erve certain
good teaching practices, especially those with
remarkable abilities, innate of acquired, We have
150 or 500 or 1,000 identified' who are starved
intellectually, emotionally, and cultiiit- Ily. Taking
.those 1,000 as a base let us set some objectives
toward which we can mbve. We do not have to be
defensive. These children really need all the help
we can get for therm and we have to ask for this
help in terms that the schools and school- boards
can acknowledge. In! a time and world. of uncer-
tainty I can imagine; no better ict .of faith than
CO turn on and turn CO Our gifted 41c1 talented.

I 1
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Instructional Planning for'
Gifted Disadvantaged Children .

Alexinia Bcildwin

,
TT IS sAd when a "pint" is expected to yield a

"quart" and fails to do so, but it is a tragic loss
to society when a "quart" proces only a "pint"
or less for lack of proper societal effort and
proOms. .

Historical and current data which give evidence
of the, eat contributions that have been made to
society y men and women from culturally dif-
ferent ok, economically deprived backgrounds
reveal tha these men and 'women were singularly
strong An determined in spite of overwhelming
Odds. Ther were only a chosen few whci, thrdugh
the generos ty of philanthropists, had an opportu-
nity to d4elop their potential io the highest in\
schools of high prestige.

,,

These outstanding people would be classified
according to today's terminology as the disad-
vantaged gifted. There were many other boys and
girls who like their well. known peers could have
contributed greatly to society if they had (1) had
the stamina to withstand the unequal and unfair
societal prejudiCes or (2) had sponsors who pro-
videcrthe necessary contacts and monies for exten-
sive training.

Andrew Jackson Beard, a slave near Mt. Pinson
in Jefferson County, Alabama, never learned to
read and write, yet he ;invented the Jenny Coupler
which automatically coupl railroad cars when
they bump together.

who

contribution saved
the lives of.many menwho had to-lock the coupling
device by hand. Garrett Morgan'inVented the first

Alex:nza Bah-Lunn zs Al:is/ant Professor ,in the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, State
University of New York, Albany. She.is a specialist
or; gifted childrsij and their education, and has
had extensive experience with classroom instruc-
tion of the gifted at -the elementary level. This
paper originally appeared under the ,puspicas of
the National 1.eadership,Instituteof Teacher Edu-
cation of: the University of Connecticut.
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automatic stop signal, and filed 150 electrical
patents. Daniel Williams peiformed the first suc-
cessful heart operation, Jan Melitzer developed
the shoe last, Madam C. J. Walker was a cosmetic
developer and manufacturer. These and many
more less well known gifted people are members of
the largest minority or disadvantaged group in the
US: the Black American. This group of gifted peo-
ple bears evidence of latent talent that emerged
in spitt of the social and economic characteristics
of the period of their lives from the middle 19th'
oenttfry to the early 20th century. Few schools were
open to Blacks during this period and even fewer
colleges.

Achievt ements in this vein continue todfty.
George Carruthers, a Black scientist, won the 1973
NASA Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal,
for his development of the lunar observatory
installed on the moon by Apollo 16 astronauts.

omas Bradley, the son of transplanted Texas
sharecroppers, is the new mayor of Los Angeles.
These achievements have been recorded despite
the fact that systematic programs for talent devel-
opment of gifted disadvantaged -children are still
more an exception than a rule. Indeed, Bradley,
like any gifted Blacks, was advised by counselors
to forget about planning for college. He ignored
this advic and went on to graduate from the Uni-
versity of California.

It is surely America's kiss "that brain, power in a
rather large segment of the population is ilea sys-
tematically developed. This is not the case in coon=
tries from which intensive economic competition is
being received and for which a favorable Hertz-
Avis trading position is being !developed/ in an
increasing number of areas.

In addition to inadequate schnol programs, the
use of inaccurate tests causes talent"to be stifled or
destroyed in minority communities when it could
have been used tq build our society. The most,,.
damning of the instruments has been the' use of
achievement and IQ tests to determine the pres-



rnce or lack of talent. This article will not concern
itself with identification, but bpersonally feel that
identification and prescription should go hand in
hand with a circular feedback system in gifted pro-
grams. An effeccive system places the emphasis on
prescription wherein indentification instruments
become tools for indicating_ unusual strengths
and talents instead of measuring what has been

4learned. The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking
(Torrance, 1966), for example, reveal a child's
ability in the area of divergent thinking. It gives
the child's strengths or weaknesses in the ability
to be flexible, fluent, and original in the manip-
ulation of verbal and figural symbols. The Alpha
Biographical Inventory (Institute of Behavioral
Research in Creativity, 1968) identifies the talents
of individuals which are important for a,cademic,
pursuits and a variety of other work situatiord,
and Mary Meeker's (1969) use of Guilford's (1967)
structure of the intellect to point out areas'of
strengths and weaknesses; are a few examples of
identification nTeiEcTcg- which aid , in planning
and provisioning. All reveal hidden talents of dis-
advantaged Children which IQ and achievement .

tests are linable to 'uncover.
Philosophically, I feel that all human beings

should have an equal opportunity to develop their
innate abilities to the fullest. Believing this I would
then\ say that those children who are talented
should experience curricula, which are differen-
-tiate -and-distinctly-designed-to-meet the-needs-of -

special talents. Heterogeneous grouping is
ighly dfrable, yet homogeneous grouping should

be provigt d sometime during the day or week in
order for these students to beuefit from the ,chal-
lenge of like minds. Such a curriculum might be'
referred to araried or individualized. Whatever,
it is characterized by four distinct features: pro-
visioning, programing, ieachin strategies, ,and
learning activities. These are discussed- in Vrn
below.

environment which p
ing styles anda fast pa

3. Resource centers in ce
districts or in each sch
rials.

4. Mobile resource cente
areas.

5. In and outness in
design which allows
part of the day with s
or in eighboring col

6. Ext ded school
a wities includin

me for projects.
),; International sch

ers use special av
rates for extende
England, etc. M

Tools are impo
are listed below:

vides for different learn-
e.
tral locations for school
of provide needed mate

are an option in rural
. ,

school day.' This is a
fted students to work for
ecialists in the community

eges.
ays. Special after school
Saturday activities provide

olrooms.'Children and teach
ation and other transportation
Classrooms in Canada, Mexico,

ney is surely a deterrent here.

apt in any organization. Some

1. Books, in pie iful
interest and abilit
should_ be easi y acc
or local, libr ria

supp provide for various
y vels. Reference books

tile. The school librarian
can assist in acquiring an

1

adequate sup ry of books. Each child can use his
library' card t select books which will be placed
on the scho shelf for the period of the loan

1 and made av ilable to students during this time.
2, Art supplies,. basic material's such as crayons,

paints, brushes, and mfr. Discarded materials_
.. can be used to advantage.

- 3. Use of cultural artifacts: Children should be
encouraged to use familiar object's to provide
bases for discussion or exploration.

Provisioning
Provisioning includes the organizational pattern
most conducive to the teaching of children with
unusual Talents. Materials provide flexibility and
variety in activities required.

There are many possible organizational patterns
which will develop the talents of disadvantaged
childreh. Some are listed below:

1. Team teaching, provides multiple talents and
specialities in the classroom.

2. Open, education, as it refers to structure and
educational ideology, provides the student an
opportunity to develop' independence and self
motivation. It also provides.the student with an

:"
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Programing

Programing or instructional development for gifte
disadvantaged children includes the usual co
ponents of curriculum development: (1) obje es
(what are we doing?); (2) learning activiti hOw
are we doing it?); and (3) evaluation (how re we
going to know,we succeeded?).

The following writings are valuable 's a frame
of reference: (1) Piaget's (1960) veropmental
theories; (2) Guilford's (1967) st ctu, re of the
intellect; (3) Mary Meeker's (1969.`'i terpretation

- of the structure and suggesgons r Is application
in class; (4) Bloom's (1962) andlr hwohl's (1967)
taxonomies of educational ob'ectives; (5) t.

hierarchical arrangement of skil listed by Ausub t-'1
(1968) and Phenix (1964); (6) ard 1961), Gowan
(1964) and others in gifted education; (7) Tor-
rance (1962), Renzulli (1972 and Williams (1969)
for creativity; /and (8) To bee (1-964) and others

disadvanta ed.
f :
f

r,

in education
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The gifted disadvantaged child has a capacity

for ,abstract, vergent thinking along the higher
levels of. the var.; us hierarchical arrangements
which is ,outstandingly different from .aologreater
than that of the child; therefore, planning
in these categories, that is, objecti;res and learning
aectivities, should reflect, over a .period of time,
emphasis in these areas. Said differently.: We want
to make sure we stretch these Young minds.

As a precautionary note, however, I would like
to add three Things;
1. Capability for °perking at higher levels of the
f thought processes does not preclude the lack or

A need for development in the lower levels. It -is
-;!-only that these children will need much less

time to develop the lower level thought pro-
. cesses, i.e., 'memory, comprehension, etc.

2. Disadvantaged gifted children often exhibit
their innate abilities i ways. which are not
always standard. It is i ponant that we under-
stand the intellectual "Ils being used in the
exhibited behavior, an the cultural context of
its origin. We then b ild on those areas of'.
strength and develop t ose areas of weakness:
For instance, a child might be able to recall
numerical groupings because he has- had prac-
tice in his home or community activities. He
may be strong in figural symbols but weak in
verbal interpretations. This student, then should
be directed to' developliorizontally those special
skills he possessed at his "entry level" while being
directii vertically On those skills in which he was
weak.

3. The gifted disadvantaged child will need more
initial support in his new opportunities to
explore.

A fine program wit which I once worked was
designed in three' phases. Phase 1 developed
basic skills and was more structured; phase 2
increased the planning freedom of the students;
and phase 3 extended this freedom and increased
and encouraged pursuit of individual interests in
and out of school.

Teaching Strategies
Teaching strategies, of course, go hand in hand
'with the teaching models whie I referred to earlier
and are perhaps more impoitant. The following
points are worthwhile for teachers of all children
but especially important for. teachers of the gifted
disadvantaged.
1. There should be an emphasis on learning pat-

terns or process in the ongoing activities. Ques-
tioning which involves memory, translation,
interpretation,. application, analysis, synthesis,

1
1-
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. ;
knd evaluation is central in allowing yoling
minds to roam. Sanderi' Classroom Questions:

Kinds? (New York; Harper & Row, 1966)
is-a good,source for teachers to read in efforts
td challenge their young charges.

.20Learner-participant teachers are effective with
these children. Discussion and . exploration of
ideas involve teachers in the learning pm ss
itself in these Classrooms.

3. Simulation games, research\through films, inter-
views, and computer assisted instruction are just
a few of the options for learning a good strate-
gist might employ.

4. Emphasis on .creative thinking is vitally impor-
tant.

It is desirable to consciously and deliberately
engage the students in the creative thinking, pro-
cesses at the same time that they/are engaged in
their pursuit of -knowledge and skills. The fol-
lowing list with ,its suggested "cueing strategies"
does not explore the full. range of creative pro-
cesses, but the suggestions will have particular
application for classrpom :use.*- These strategies ,

are: .
1. Elaborative Thinking. This invorves. embellish-

ing or refining an idea; adding new and .neces-
sary details for purposes of communicating a
new idea.

- 4

lay to your students:1
When you describe it, Jleav
imagination.

, Be as descriptive as poss ble.
Expand and detail till ch nges you would
make.

nothing to the

2. Fluent Thinking. Prod ctio of quantity of
ideas, a free flow of ideas fort e purpose of pro-
ducing the most relevant des in a given time.
(Say to youi-- students : )

Produce as many idea as y u can for .
Stretch and expand your t inking that you'
may list many things that .
List all of he consequenc that the problem
suggests.

3. Flexible' Thitikin,g,. ,ariety
a number different a
branches vof into contras
categies of thought and d

-of thought.

of kinds of ideas,
roaches, thinking
ing classes, . shifts
tours the, direction

*For further help in Cueing Strategies for Teaching
Creativity write to; Frank E. Williams, Professor, Port-
land State College; Portland, Oregon.
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(Pupil`s.,can be asked to:)

-A Give 4ifferent kinds of reasons for . . . ... .
Product contrasting hypotheses for . . . .

7
Give ttie, many, different meanings of the
word . . .

1° Produce a riety f,ideas for . . ..
4. iWillinpiess to\Rake

'A

irks Setting greater goals
,

for greater gain In lved here is speculation,
supposition, presumption, and venturing,

to
guess. Risk 'takers who enjoy participati cin in
activities involving chance and adventu are
well served here. #

(Set them off by directing:)
Prepare your plan and go ahead on y r own.

P
Speculate on the outcome of . . . .

Now that we have this information .

is your prediction?

5. Preference for Complexity. Ability to handle
involved details and to cope with k otty prob-
lems, inclination to toy with ijutica e ideas and '
to dig into difficult problems or solutions.
(Use cues of this nature: )

. 4

What are some- of the things that people do
now that in all probability will have to be
done differently 50 years from now?
What reasons can you give for the fact that
none of the early exploration in America

c came from Asia eastward/
What changes might you expect if the

. -- , MiMissippi River ran frorri-east to west?

6. Curiosity Exploratory behavior which could be
directed toward acquiring information; the
explorer, ,thrives on novel routes of choices, uses
all senses to investigate, test, inquire, and con-
firm.
(Use triggering techniques: )

Are any clues given?
%How would you feel if you knew that ...?

. Formulate Some questions without usipg the
words who, what, where, when, or why.

7. Originality./Unusual or unanticipated response;
production aivay from the usual or obvious;

e novel, unique, but relevant fabrication of clever
but useful ideas.

, what

(Challengeiptwifsiol).",
Think of a. 'way or
will think*of to . ss,

idea that no one else

After reading the news story, make up your
own headline.

Learning Activities
Many people have equated success in providing for:
gifted youngsters with more lessons, harder lessons,
or even the privilege to do extra activities.

16
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This is an erroneous equation because I have
!Fund that activities not design with a specific

'goal which included consideration of 411 the fore:
going ccsncepts and/or theories we meaningless.

The learning activities described below have
been either used by me in a class of gifted disad-
vantaged, geld tested by groups of disadvantaged,
or borrowed, from experience of others. Once the
idea is developed, teachers can go on from there.
The activities were used in a mathematics' unit.
We were dealing with percentage. An outline of
objectives and activities is included.

Objectives:
1. Students will learn how percentage can be

used to compute disctunt, commission
profit, and loss as shown by eir ability to
solve practical problems whit include these
elements. Students should hav 100% accura-
cy on samples of each use of p rcent.

2. Students will develop an a areness of the
practical uses of percentage s shown by their
ability to simulate a practic 1 situation using
pecent ages' correctly.

,
Isolated. Objectives: (Obje tives which are
realized in addition to majo objectives but are
not .crucial to the basic co ept being taught.)
It is important to note her that in this- lesson;
the isolated objectives ar crucial for ,ciiiad-
Fantaged children.

1

.._1.. Students will 1,tcome a are of the economic
pitfalls of overspendin as shown by their /
attempts to negotiate a good buy. ,

,
2. Students will become awareof propaganda in

* advertisements as shown by their avoidance of
;

expensive purchases.

Intellectual Skills to Be Stressed:
Blockn Evahiation
& Comprehension
Krathwohl ,Synthesis '

Awareness
Analysis

Guilford Divergent production
Convergent production

Piaget . Formal op4ations

Teaching Model: The Inductive Model which is
=drawn from conception's of 'mental processes
=and general theory-building. ,

^Scenario: The children and teacher have
planned a shopping .mall for the'classroom..
The mall has,l'stores" (formcd with Chairs and*:
poster board)' Which area typical of a shop
ping mall clothing:store, gr4cery store, hank,
E-Z Loan Company, employment agency, auto

4
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in its charges. (in ord r to provide situattos
dealer, realtor. Each a ency had to use percent

which Would allow som of the objectives to be
attained, I suggested me of the inclusions
while the stuilpnts selec d the others.)

The students. have ivided .thernsefvei into
groups and used pictdres, miniature replicas
or actual articles, for t 'eir stores. The bank is
stocked with money ( onopbly version). The
employment agency has esigned questionnaires
and personality tests for job seekers and listed
jobs along. with salaries., -The bank has posted
its interest rates. The E-Z Loan Company has
its gimrhic,k ad visible. All the "businesses"

t. are colorfully decorated.

Format of Procedure: Each student must keep
a record of his transacvons including compu-
tations of his transattions'iogether 'xith compu-

.- katidns of percentage.. His income and expendi-
tures are to be reconciled. Each person must
have at the end, of the experiment a minimum of
three examples; of instances ;where a transaction
is made with the, Use of percent. The agency
has to keep a record Of sales. Some team mem-
bers "shop" while others "tend" the agency until
all have a chance to participate both as a dealer

t and as a customer. ,

Evaluation of Unit: Evaluation is based on (1)
accorriplishriient of stated objectives, (2) inciden-
tal learnings gained, and (3) enthusiasm of stu-
dents. The incidental learnings vary in different
situations. In my class," the bank ran out of
money and had to close. I brought in the histori-
cal, reference of the Roosevelt era when banks
were closed. Many children had their "posses-
sions" takeri due to lack of payment. The dis-
coveries were numerous, and incidentaching

( opportunities' were unlimited. The enthusiasm
was so great I had to extend the,sliopping mall
for ten ,more years (five hours). 1± rural tests
which were giy'en to all children pn that grade
level showed an exceptionally clear/ understand-
ing of percent and its uses.

The following is a second example that uses a
theme mhich centers on a multidisciPli'nary ap-
proach to learning. .

. t

Theme: Journeys.
. ,

Subject' Area: Multidisciplinary. .
A

i ' '
-4 Grade :Level: , All (sophistication of I planning

varies with age and/or giadelev'el). 11

tObjectives: (General) Students will d elop an
awareness 4 the importance of journ s of all

types as 'shown by their participation and selec
tion of subsequent study; groups on journeys
Note: Transitional (means) objectives can
developed in each study group.

Intellectual Skills and/or Operations to Be
Stressed:

Guilford Divergent thinking
Convergent thinking
Classification
Transforming

Bloom Synthesis
& Analysis
Krathwohl Application

Piaget All operations

Teaching Model: Group investigation which is
a democratic process. (As I moved further into
the lesson the democratic model wat supple-
mented by the inductive model.)

Procedure: The c ildren are asked to think
about and help in listing all kinds of journey\
(this activity calls f r fluency in thought because
the children must hit* further than the most
commonly known journeys). A common list
might be:

A journey or trip (be stare the meaning of ''',4,
journey is understood) to the store, to Grand -
ma's,

'-

to another city, etc. The children are
asked to think of journeys that anirrials niight
take, also pollen, diseases, blood, clbuds,
birds, etc. After several lists have be'en'
developed, children are divided into groups
according to interest. These journeys are
researched in great detail. The units /Can
be extended Fs far a& is needed for each

An example of one group is theAourney
of the blood. Children can study the path of
the blood, job of the heart, .veins: arteries,

Litlungs, cellular.structure of bloo ,../ Wood trans-
fusion, hemophilia, etc. Mode ad be tnade,
pictures, outside resource people can be used
and so on. r

---.........
This lesson lends ,itself to concept and skill

attainment. Students diScover a need for skills
they do not now:have and this is the time the,
basic rudiments can be taught. Caution: Teach-
ers cad easily destroy the spontaneity of the
activity, by becoming/too involved in teaching

4:4- the skit.
.

Evaluatiam General evaldation of cognitive
learnings might vary with each group. An'assess-
ment of the student's awireliess of journeye can

, be evident in4iis selection of groups.. -,.. .

4.
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A unit on c9lors can be pursued in much the.
same,way as those described above.

nitiating Question; What would we miss in the
world.iMerything s4as either black_ or white in
appearance?

As I nrentioned earlier, Mary Meeker has developed
activitie,s,which coup be used by teachers.to deyelop
various areas of the intellect. For the gifted dii-
advantaged, 'the-area ofJsernantics might be weak.
Exercises which would develop a child's ability to
make choices among relationships are as follows:

4f, 1. Use a game of classifying objects. Prepare cards
_or_write on the:board for classes of things, i.e.,
metal, plant, animal. Children can pull words
or smaller cards froM a bag and match the word
with the class.

2. Use analogies in class. Begin with simple ones'
like = when it is cold and snowing, mittens are
to hands as what are to feet? Children can then
make qp analogies which" can be related in
similar endings, length of words, etc.

'have delved into the workings ortornastos replete
with wind tunnel apparatus. They have compiled
histories of the scientific deVelopment of household
appliances and charted the migration of birds.
Still others have made studies-of communication
systems of animals.

,

astronomy holds a special fascination, it seems,
and budding Galileo' s have built their own tele-
scopes, investigated optical illusions, and built
demonstration models of eclipses.4 Work around
planetariums:has' been afforded gifted youngsters
to their benefit.

Young mathematicians have plotted, hist° rical -
prOgressions of site and speed of modern 'vehiZles,
studied school costs and sO rces of income, and
completed demographic studies from census data.
Some have delved into thelecrets of the stock mar-
ket. A few' with extraordinary derring-do have
looked into concepts of probability, and number
theory. A favorite pastime is gnawing at the carcas-
ses of fampus historical problerrls and paradoxes.

Language arts devotees have studied advertising
for key phrases and psychological impact, written
alternative endings to stories, and studied the
impact of the life and times of authors on their
output of literature during 'the period involved.
StUdiei of- mythology- are popular with the young
wordsmiths as are Great 'Book Clubs and sheer
output, of poems, stories, essays, and other creative
offerings.

Young social_.scientists have studied'holidays and
noted original sources, studied women who shaped
historical events, and traced the paths of food
items from planting and harvest to the table. His-
torical and contemporary juxtaposition of forms of
societal organization and control are popular, as
are cultural and psychological studies of winners
and loseri in bids for high office. As expected, eco-
logical studies rank high because of current em-
phasis, and the 'wedding of natural and -social
science becomes more complete here than at any
point as youngsters seek to conceptualize a science

nd not rules. The performing arts are,
nted in programs for gifted children.
ith unusual talent find a chair in local
hestras, and small groups. Athletes
the most sought-after group. Summer
rmal pick"-up games, and observation

of practice lessions conducted at the college develop
skills *and,,iiisights. Local children with dramatics
ability find a role in college productions requiing
children and youth. Modern dance; , and ballet
groups are springing up.

A,

It can safely be said tbat there are as , many
program characteristics as there are programs.
Divergent thinking is the order of the day as itna-

,,

One can go on and on in this vein. In a unit On
careers, I prOvided, .fist of job titles along withi a
description of each. Children selected a title in
their interest area and performed the job as a s
vice to the class. SOme of the jobs were as follows:

1. Cartographer. Map drawing and study of ma s.
Reports were giveh to the class on how theseza e
draviii. For disadvantaged ehildi i , Motivation
would come through adventure stories of sea-
faring men who needed to read maps to find
new lands, spacemen who charted maps for
Outer space, the necessity for map reading skills
when we travel from one city to the

2. Lexicographer. Studenti who selected this task
developed new words for the class,' researched
origins of words, and made a class dictionary
following the-guidelines of the regular diction'-
ary. Self concept can be' developed through
encouraging a search for Meanings or origins
of some well known or frequently used slangs
and/or:dialects.'

3. Philatelist. Students-collectedstamps or pictures,
of stamps and discussed their meanings. These
students. also collected picture post cards from
various town's and countries.

4. Historian. These children selected the city,
region or country of their choice and developed
details for historical reference.

Independent study is a popular method, of pro-
viding opportunities for primary. and middle school
children _to forgPahead. Some projects completed
by, talented ,students are fascinating. Students

1 4
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ginations of excellent minds soar in the considera-
tion of the possible.

Finally, a simulation game on ecology can result
in _high interest and effective learning. It begins
by having students write to the Department of

' Interior fo information on the latest legislative
proposals a d acts by Congress.

----.

Simulation Game
Pass the Eco-Bill*

Objecti es To develop- the ability/ to articulate
for cause 'and effect of bills being passed; to
students develop the ability to think on their

feet; to develop divergent thinking anti'
fluency of ideas; to develop an aware-
ness of the interrelatiOn of politics
with our study of ecology.

Classroom set with seats for "senators"
format facing the "legislative body."

Bills written out to be read to the cla,ss.

Game he game begins when the chairman
moment ails the legislative body 'together

.4 d raps for order.
...

he aim is to pass .a.bill for:ecology by
r eiving, the highest!: number of votes
from the legislative 'body.

,Players Tv6 teams of .2 or -3 persons each and
the legislative body which is made up
o those not on the two teams. , ,;,

Procedure Th teams will select a color (red or
blu ._ The starting team is determined
by t color of paper drawn from the
hat o box by someone other-than the
team members. Bills to be preie ted

/ are.s cted by themembers from the
group of bills which were Made up by
the Ellsg. Each team has had time to
study thf bills and distuSs their strati-
gy. Each team member is given a list
of the bills to be presented in order to
strengthen the, opposition or to insure

4.

sits passage. A bill. is presented by the
tarting team with five minutes. allowed

for presentation. Presentations should
include what persons,. are affected
financially afid also how this bill affects

1

*This lesson on political science and thl'accompanying
game Par the Eco-Bill are part _of a copyrighted docu-
ment. As-author of the papers, I give permission Tor

v. ,, -
n..us use udenoncommercial circumstances ivith proper

credit: Baldwin, Alexinia. Ecology, the Web of Life.
A Process Oriented curricuhm for High Potential

Aim

studely4i.Copyright 1971,

/

,/the environment. i he 'opposinuieam
must challenge the bill on all points.
This exchange period should not go,
more than '10 minutes with the ex-

"change going back and forth between
the teams: Each team is given points
1-5 for its defense of the bill it, is ore-
s ing. A total score of 3 times*, th
members of the body, or More, 'Me
that a bill has passed. The- next earn
presents its bill and so on, until ime iS
called on the ame. each t m must
have an equal umber of ti es up Be-
fore a winner an be declared. The
winners will b the t am with the
largest number of bills assed.

Recapitulation
The basic thrust of pro
vantaged children is the sa
grams for gifted,advantage
school and community ar
as poss.ble in the service o
ing ii siren's talents as.fu

s for gifted disad-
e as the th st of pro-
chiiil ren. R sources of
applied as e fectively

clear, goals of develop-
y an 4 as effectively as

possible. Programs of experiencef are, organized.
Creative teaching strategies are employed. Minds
are encouraged to expand. Un sual talents are
not left under the bushel.

Special attention and techniques in this context
enable gifted' disadvantaged potential to flofver.
Tests of creativity replace the linearity. of Ind

-achievement measures. The cult4ral milieu is

studied carefully to make the simulations and

individuals are mined more vigor° ly.'to -assure
experiences meaningful. Community resources and

,. both relevance and role models. Career education
is pressed Into service.

.Teaching strategies for both ,the) gifted, adva
taged and disadvantaged assume a high, priorit
A huge panoply of intellectual functions must 1 e
available in a context of` developmental matur
tion. Systematic programing of needed min
bending experiences, both formal and informal, is
truly an,art with teachers of gifted children. Cle r
tagonornie$ a la Guilford and Piaget and c ev r
programing have a priority here. In therPerf r
ing arts the challenge of models and the influence_
of masters hold sway. In science and t4,, humani-
net, teachers who are able to actively explore
with the children are important. . .

When 1 worked with gifted disadvantaged-) lid-
dren in the- classroom, I said to myself each day
as I observed those active, inquiring youngsters;
"I havA here the potential 'discoverer of a- cure for

,cincer, designer of a world peace; strategy', dis-
coverer of great sources for energ5q_national leader

,...t.
o o ; "

v,'
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Politically 'and sOcially; i,therefore, I must provide
tile atmosphere and ,give the-direction which will
cadse a. 'quart' to',give iis ftill measure." So I find,
myself reflecting op these,, lines from Thomas qray's
-(1868) Elegy Wtitten in-the-E-citintry Churchyard:

many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed,cavesnf ocean bear;
Full Man% a-flower is bonito blush unseen,
And Waste its sweetness on the desert air."

(p. 170)
Hopefully, the future will see a more thorough.

-clevellopment of talents of giftid disadvantaged
children. It is Morally imperative to'clo.so and our
country, will surely benefit in many ,ways,
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Startirii a Gifted Pr9gram

'

',TH fact that ou ngular, or Pur
ested in startsstàrUr a program for

'Bruce 0. Bostdrz

..
4re !inter-
"fted and

talented youngsters ) your, school or schoo disirief
already contains the-kernel:Cif your first Fir blem:
There isn't one and there must be reason.) for that
fact.

Perhaps there are, no, gifted children. This
is unlikely. since on the national average, between
3.% and 5% of all school children ate gifted
and/or talented. More likely is that they have

been identified as such.
. Perhaps no one.has thought of it before. In this

case this particular problem is solved because
you have: The issue now becomes one of in-
formation, resources, planning and advocacy.
Perhaps someone has thought of it before but
there were other ctbstacles, like motivation,

, lack Of organization, lack of funding resources,
lack of trained teachers, or a host "of others.
Here you are to be cOngrituiated because the
first major hurdle has already been crossed.
You have moved, from the realm of a Given
which sets the terms for the present int
area of Problems which are potentially solvable
in the future. You have moved from the Already
to the Not Yet, andthat is a big rove.

To initiate a gifted program 1 the following
factors must be present. They constitute the field
in which you will move from the moment you
decide you would like to get a prOgram going until
the moment the first gifted student enters the class-
room. Attention has to be paid td them initially
and throughout the ,process of program building.
They will not be decided once and for all but will
be continually revised as ytiu go along. The re-
mainder of this brief article, therefore, will be
spent in working on practical steps to achieve your
goal.

Bruce 0.-Boston is the Product Coordinator of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Childien,
Reston, Virginia.

S' "
. ,t.

Getting Your Head lii)gether ,

Starting a gifted program may Pe compared to the ,

story of the old Vermont farmer who was asked '
directions bytthe city slicker. The question having
been putohe farmer paused, scratched his head,
and thedreplied, "Well y yaing fellow, if I was ;
going there, I wouldn't start from here." And this
is exactly the point. To start a gifted program you',
have to begin not from where. You are, ,but from
where you viant to be; then work your lway,back
by integrating your ideals with the nitty gritty of,
the existent situation. The end precedes the begin:
ning. To put itdperently, goals should determine
strategies,a4 Peciics; strategies and tactics avail-,

"able should :never limit goals.

Goals

A prOgram for gifted- and tlentedyoungiters;isr
in the final analysis, a process which is designed
to serve the needs of Otese children4n the
crete realitieg of organizational nuts and bolts,

it blood personnel, an44angible environ-
.

. ments. Bu l before all of that 'becomes a reality
goals have to be decided upon. These questions
have to be a wered for goals to be clean ,

What do rou wane to accomplish over the long
haul?
Why do 3ou want to accomplish this and nqi;
'Map
What is tn e desired end, state of a gifted Pro-
grani.in terms of what happens to kids?

Some ins riant=goals for a program for gifted
and talented -hildren would include the followint:

1. To provide a learning environment which is
particularly suited to the needs of a gifted child;
most especially in the areas of ,,creativityj,,
decision making, reasoning, cOmmunication
skills, and a giv,en chip unique talents.
'Irla4frovide opportunities for tir student to en:
fiance, develop, and use hiS or her initiative;
self MotiVation, and originalityk.

,
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3. To engender-in ihe-student a sense of responsi-
bility for setting his or her own.goals according
to interest and ability.

4. To assist_the student in the development of cog-
nitivr. 2ffrctIve,...motor,_ancLvaluing ckillc

5. To provide add/vides which incorporate multi-
media and multidisciplinary approaches.

6. To provide -the context in whiCh the student can
develop producpve relationships Atli peers,
extend the horiz?ns of personal expvienCe, gain
a Sense of taking personal. responsibility 'and ex-

, tending freedoni of choice.

Objectives

_ Once your goals' are. firmly established (because
they have been thought through and can therefore
bs defended against all challenger and there will
be plenty of them), it is time to start thinking
about-objectives. Although we often confuse goals

. and objectives, they are not the same thing. Goals
describe a desired tend state; an objective is what
we have to accomplish in order to achieve the goal.
If-the goal is the far bank of the stream, then the
Objectives are the stepping stones. The questions
here are: z.

What CIO I need to do in--Order to achieve the
goal?
In what order should these things by done?
Must they In done? .

How apprqPiate to the goal are the objectives?

Objectives for a gifted program will include at
least the folloWing: _

-I.. To develop a framework for identifying gift
and talented children, with appropriate inttru
ments:

2._TO form an. information base accessible to
. parents, teachers, administrators, Andinvolyed

-communq leaders in regard to other pro-
grams, curricula, and resources. .

3. To make provision for staff development and-
: training for teachers, paraprofessionals, and

teacher aides through workshops,- seminars,
and. other form's of inservice training. 1 .

4. To involve the community in extra school activ-
ities for gifted acid talented students among
professional, business, and cultural sectors.

,Strategies,-and,Taitics _ . .. ,
OnCe goals -and. 4bjectives areclear,. strategiesand

:tketics become the next item of business. This is
Ike iitiw to pare. Strategies and tactic's aie 'the

,:.:.. .. -, . .

,__ . JeVertappliectto_the given-.situation to move eitis:

competencies is the ability to use problem solving
techniques such as force field analysis, fantasizing,
synecties,' envisioning processes, and the like.
These techniques can be extremely useful in isola-
ting-.key points for_applyingleverage so_that_wasted
effort is minimized and work accomplishedlied is
maximized. In trying to initiate a gifted pro'gram
in a school system, it is well to keep in mind that
you are dealing with an institutional framework
which has political, economic, bureaucratic, and
psychic aspects, each of which has its own rationale
and logic. You will need to gain sense of how this
alll fits together if you are going, o effect change in
it. You will have to understan the "threat- level
index" of people you are deali with (and your
own!) and what constitutes an cceptable- and/or
an effective "trade-off' when needs are in competh*
tiOn. In short, learn hovi to sail as close to the wind
.a.5 possible without either luffing or losing yoiir
momentum. As in sailing the leaniii_2g..-eett in
the doinggetting the feel of the wind, the sail,
and the tiller.

OK. Yod have some clarity now about goals,
objectives, strategies, and tactics. Recognizing that
these will be revised, altered, ,or. sometimes -com-
pletely changed in the process of getting a:program
off the ground, the question of values nccas' some
attention.

Values

There Li' a tendency among all 'of us to [want to)
think that education is a relatively value free pro;.
cess, i.e., that it consists mostly of the transmission
of information which is somehov.. "neutral" .until
applied. But a moment's reflEction ,reveals that
this is not the 'ease. Education is a process of
changes iii which the transa-ditat-between teacher
and pupil, among pupils, and between all of them
and the subject matter are all value laden nlfbecause
these transactions move persons- in particular
directions. The question_is not whether we educate
for values but toward which values we. educate.

-The point to be Made here is simply that anyone
wanting to initiate a program for the- gifted must
be self tonscious about the value3-the pro-

' gram eornmunicateso and highly aware that this
is almatter of choice andsnotio-be left to:chance.

A farther aspect of ihinkinfa. gifted prpgram
through whole: natter of tinfing: M in most
cases the Greeks had word for it, kairos; the right.
time fonthe right thing to.happen. Too 'often the
best laid plans.of inice, men, and those concerried
with gifted edlicatiOn go awry because a timing
sequence for e_vents_and, initiatives has not been

41 1g4nditions.t.Osvardesir'eciendstates. established_or_has.poi_ been_followed_pehaps_the_
A :helpful' skill in the development of strategic Most coinnion erior,made.ii;trying to get Commit.-

,.
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melts fiom decisiodlnakers before all the home-
work has been-Sone by those seeking the; commit-
ment. You will have to know when important
meetings are being held, schedules for submit),ing
'Proposals, IOW tong it is.likely:to take- to -accom-
plish particular objectives, and when important ele-
ments .of the program you are proposing can be
fitted together. All otthis requires not only a sense
of timing 'but also some political acumen. If you
lack this sense in yourself, ally yourself with some-
one who"has it. You will not regret it.

Information and Resources
Finally,. getting your head together requires a
mastery of information and resources. Read, and
study everything you can get your hands on relat-
ed to gifted education. Find out who in your area
has had experience teachinge gifted children and
seek. these people out. Find descriptions of gifted
programs that are in existence elsewhere and study
them for ideas that can he translated inte your
sit'uation and which fit'into the goals you already
have. Learn the characteristics of gifted children.
Become familiar with identification procedures.
Once the process gets rolling and you are up to
your pars in meetings, conferences, and phone calls
you (a) will/not have the time for it and (b) will
need to have the information at-your command to

"dó what you want Co do anyway. Take a tip from
scouting: Be prepar'ed.

he-following organ izations and/or- persons -are-
resources to which you may want to/ refer for

;information, in additibn to the brief bibliography
provided in'this publication:'

Office of Gifted and Talented,.USOE
Room 2100
7th and "D" Streets, S.W.

'- Washington, D. C. 20202
(202) 245-2482

ER IC clearinghouse on Handicapped and
Gifted Children

1920 Association, Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

. (703) 620-3660 ..'
Natidnal/State Leadership Training Institu

the Gifted_an&TalEnted
316 West Second Street PH-C
Los Angeles, California 90012
(213) 489-770

American Association for Gifted Children
15 dramercy Park
New York. New York' 10003
(212) 473-4266.

on

1.
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The AssOciation for iht Gifted (TAG)
The Council for Exceptional Children
1$20 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
1703j:620.56p
A listing of state lev el groups of parents of gifted

children as well as a listing of state education
agency coordinators of gifted and,talented pro-
grams are availatile from the ERIC Clearinghouse,
1920 Assocition Drive, Reston-Virginia 22091. _

Getting People Together
A piled program is for gifted children. It is nor
for their parents, their ,teachers, or locil school
administrators, but for them. They are not the'
objects of the program but its subjects: A good
question to ask continually is, "What does this
(goal, strategy, objective, value, etc.) have to do
with these children?"

Identifying the Gifted

This first group of people on the agenda, there-
fore, immediately raises the issue of identification.
There is probably no mort widtly -discussed prob-
lem.in the whole field of gifted educaticni than
what we mean' by gifted. A sampling of some
state laws relating to giftedreducation reveals the
following definitions:

Arizona (1971): "Gifted child" means a child
of lawful schdol .age who, due to superior .

intellect, advanced' learning ability, or boih,
is not afforded an opportylity for other-
wise attainable progress and development in -
classroom instruction and who needs special
instruction . . . to achieve the revels comv
mensurate with his intellect and ability. !*

Georgia (1964):- . . . Children who haviin' ani-
fested exceptional abilities, unique pbtentials
or , who have made exceptional academic

_achievements.

Illinois (1965): Children whose mental devel-
opment is accelerated beyond the average to
the extent that they need And can: profit from
specially planned educational services.

The search for' a really good (read: universalj
definition Of gifted goes on, but irCihe interim per-
haps ..we are best served,by the one which appeared
iii Education of the Gifted.' and 71zlented: Report
to Ihe Congress of the 'United .S..tqfP.s by :,.(he I(S
Commissioner of Edutat*S19711:'

Gifted-and talented childlen are those identi-
fled: by professionally qualified persons, Who'

-Wtue of outstanding abilities are capable
://:of high performanciAliese are childr01 who

0
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Table 1
`MethOds of Identifying the Gifted

.Method Adxantage Drawback

Teacher nomination Closeness to the child. 'Familiarity with
characteristics of gifted. Opportunity
for comparison.

Individual
, intelligence test

Best but
services.
possible.

.
costly in professional time and
Broader sampling of abilities
Control of tithing environment.

Interpretation of viality of performance
possible.

Group intelligence , Good as screening device. More likely to
test hit the majority.-

Parent nomination

Peer nomination,
self nomination

Closeness of contact and more complete
information base to judge from.

"It takes one to know one." .

May miss underachievers,. cujturally
deprived; `motivational 'problems bellig-
,erent and/or apathetic children. Should
be used in combination.

Impractical where funds are limited. Pos-.
sibiliiles of ctiltbral bias.

Penalizes poor readers. Pupils need near
perfect score to qualify as gifted. Don't
use as final measure. May misidentify
underachievers and culturally-deprived.

Parents can both underplay and over-
estimate child's accomplishments.

Many gifted children conceal their abili-
ties.

...-

require differentiated educational- programs
and "or services beyond those normally pro-,

vided by the regular,school program in order
to realize their contribution to self and
society. -

Children capable of high performance
include those-Wit-1i demonstrated achievement
and/or potential ability ,in any

,
of the follow-

ing areas, singly or in corfibination:

1. general intellectual ability
2. specific academic aptitude
3. creative or productive thinking
4. leadership ability
.5. visual and perfortning arts
6. psychomotor ability.

That covers a lot of territory, which is as it
shotild be, since for too long gifted has meant
"cognitive super star," a much too narrow defini-/ tiCuf. A gifted program that means, anything. alert-
fore, twill have to take into account. a broader
spectrum t abilities thin mere brain po,Wer,.Jnd
means to
ness need to

In fact, as one may imagine, there are nearly as
many lists is,there are writers and researchers on
the topic. A fairly. widely u,sed behavioral rating
scale is the one devised by Ranzulli and Hartman in
which the lists are divided into categories which
include learning, motivational, creativity, and
leadership characteristics.= Ruth Martinson sug-
gests that identification is a process of a, sees of
steps: screening through the use of multiple
`methods, actual identification, and evaluation by

`means of case stttdy of students identified as a check
on procedures.

Those interested in- initiating gifted piogranis
will need to.take considerable thought as CO the,
procedures they will Want\ to use. Reraember,
however,- that no one identification procedure is

...sufficient:Some combination of various forms of
identification is likely to yield better results. Do not
rieklec:t to use the services of a school psychologist
and/or guidance counselor.

ntify accurately other forms 'qf
e developed.

There are several different' instrumentalities
available for identifying the gifted, each with its
own,adva'ntages and drawbacks. Some of these are
summarized in Table'l,

An important element in the identifica*n of
the gifted and taldrired, is the checklist ,ofcharac-
teristics of giftedness. There is no standardized list.

.

The Renzulli-Hartman Scale, as, well as a numbiT of
other lists of characteristics of gifted children, is avail-
cak in the e:rcillent treatment of all the issues associ
ated h identification, The Identification of the
Gifted and Talented by Ruth Martinson. This docu-
ment is available for ;6,fp3 from the National !State
Leadership Training Institute, 316 West Second Street,
PH-C, Los.Angels, California 90012,
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Parents
.

The second group of,peopliwith whom you will, be
dealing is the- parents. Parents contribute to the
education of. theirc hildren_in, both- formal and

Informal-ways and Many of the best communica---
non techniques used by.teachers can also- be used',
by parents. But the Clue to parent involvement in ,

_the-rducatiot of then' own -gifted 'children-is the,
_child's awn interests-and-abilities. The last thing;
, a -gifted .c.hild needs-is a- "pushy R_arent."-Perhaps
---the best_tontribution a parent -can .provide is-space
for the child first of all to be a child. The im:
portant thing for any parent to realize is, that a
"genius in residence" is not i reason to push the
panic button. Indeed,, the very fact that the, gifted-
ness of. the child is in some respects hereditary
means . that parents probably possess both the
imagination and intellect to provide good educa-
tional experiences; the rest -is. simply a matter of
resources. . .

The following statement by A parent of a gifted
'child deserves reading and contemplation:

_I think my basic 'philosophy about gifted
education can be stated very simply: from a
parent's ,standpoint. -The most cruel thing you
can do to a gifted child is to put him in a
chair and force hill.' to 'earn something he
already knows. Anything, that solves that
problem, to me, would be the most impor-
tant thing: Tests are-often-inadequate; but if
student& knowledge of the subject could be
tested, and if the test results demonitraied
that the students had already -learned the
material, they should be given an elective in
that field or some other, or be given 'released
time for learning musical instrument, art
work, or whatever the child's driving interest
is at the time. These children feel such a time
bind! Time is such an enemy 63 them; there's

- never enough of it to do what they want to do.
And if they feel they are casting time, they
very much rebel against it. if they are ready
for ..algebra or geometr-Tffe51'shouldn't have
to `take seventh grade math just because
they've never had a class in it.*

-V
.

i.,
. Beyond what the parent caii-do for the child_
' . in the home environment, however, is what parents

*Excerpted from The Gift0i Student: A Parent's
View by Anna Jean Slunner..k.s. Skinner is en the staff
of the Vice of Gifted and Talented, US Office of
Education, and is the mother of is gifted on and

ughtei-.

I

can do together both to initiate and sustain gifted
programs in the school systems where they live.
Nothing guarantees the suceess or school programs
for the giftettis much as the existence of a well
organizes and active parent association. -Parent

ups_caafriieet---,-with. boards of education to pro-
`vide -evidence _of the-tiee dintl_progr and for,
their extension. They can initi action, request
presentatloh.of provisions r existing programs,
and- thus generate:. evainatiOn by- professionals_
educators. To,,suggeit that parents think of them-
selves as,..7-SqUeaky wheels? is not firfeiched. One
might safely predict that "right to educationlegis-
latioti in. many :states. will draw the attention of
parent,groups who are interested in educational
provisions which are commensurate with their chil-
dren's needs.

Parents can also contribute in many ways to
inservice education for teachers and principals by

, demonstration
n, and by pro-
teachers. They

cher aides, pro- .

, make contact's
nces for the chil-
rtise in the ails,

- - -

arranging and sponsoring meetin
classes, panels on gifted educat
viding recognition ofoutstandin
can assist .in the classroom as to
vide transportation for field tri
in the community for new expert
dren, even share their own ex
crafts, hobbies, and so forth. P 'ent associations
also provide an antidote for loneliness, a loneli-
ness which is not unlike the loneliness of the gifted
child who sometimes has trouble finding satisfying ,
peer relationships. The parents-of the gifted -child .

can learn that their problems are not unique, be
reassured, and share ideas which can be put into
action. In sharing information about their own
child's growth and., accomplishments, parents can
learn a new perspective on their own children and
on their own role as parents.

If there is no parent association in your area,
one of the first steps toward establishing a gifted
program may well be the drawing together 4
several parents who would be willing to cooperate',
in establishing such a group as a means toward \
organizing for such a program:--An i excellent '
resource for such groupsIs The Gifted and Talent-
ed: A Handbook for Parents by Jeanne L. Delp.
and Ruth Martinson, available from the Nation:
al/State Leadei-ship Training: Institute on the
Gifted. and Talented for $3.45. Further Assistance
is available for parents from the Gifted Child,
Society of New Jersey, 59 Glen Gray Road,
Oakland, Newersey 07436.. as well as froth the
listing of parent,groups available frofn the ERIC
'Clearinghouse an Handicapped, and Gifted Chit
dren. The upshot is that 'parents are an iniportant
resource for getting a Rrograin started. Find them
and use than.

25 .
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Teacher's - ,

As is the case with defining what makes a .gifted
child, there are a variety of opinions on what
makes a good teacher of the gifted. W.e are thrown
right back on the problem-Of identification. Some
of the: most often listed characteristics would in-
elude the following:

Highly intelligent.
Flexible and creative.
Self confident.
Has a wide variety of interests.

9. Sense of humor.
Fairness, firmness, patience.
Sympathy for problems of the gifted.
A clear self understanding.
Enthusiasm for teaching.
Willingness to be a "learning facilitator" rather
then- a "director of learning."
Loves learning.
Not "uptight" or defensive.

ti

.1

Some researchers and experts argue that teachers
of the gifted should themselves be gifted, and most
agree that a high lev'el of intelligence, is a -

prerequisite. Communication skills are also
stressed, as is emotional maturity. But for purposes
of getting a program started the two most impor-
tant qualifications are interest in the educational
problems of gifted Children and the -motivation,
whith will produce efforts,in.their behalf.

Who are the teachers who are known to be willing
to take extra time with their students, who exercise
initiative in providing unusual educational experi-
ences, whose classes are always doing "interesting
things, who are willing and able to move outside the
curriculum whed the occasion demands, who ate
trying to improve their skills as teachers? In-short,
which teachers are involved in what they're doing?
These,arelheteachers you and yotir group`will want
to be in 6oniact with, both as resourcei an'd as
potential 'allies:.

.4 dminisirators

principals and-'or local administrators can also be
of enormous help. Too often they are looked upon
as the enemy, largely because they are the people
who have to be convinced in order to get a gifted
program into a schdol system where none has
existed before,. or perhaps where one was in
existence and failed. True, the administrative hier-
archy df d school system ranges from the erithusias-
tic to the intractable when it comes to responding

_ _to_ initiatives that mean change in the system.
These' people will have to be sounded out, but the

important thing to remember when discussion gets
under way is that you will stand a much better
chance of being convincing if you have done the
homework required to make a cogent case for the
_gifted. Principals, school board members, and
superintendents-will want to have answers sro the
following questions:

1. Why do we need this program?
2. Why do we need this- program now?
3. What does this program offer that is not al-

ready being provided by existing programs?
4. How will this program fit into the rest of the

instructional system? -or"

5. Houc-mill present teaching schedules be
affected?

6. Are we talking about a one shot deal, or
something 'that has staying power?

7. HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
8. Who is going to pay for it?
9. Who is behind it and what are their reasons

for favoring it?
"But . . . . And here will follow a host of
objections which will need to be anticipated
as mutICas possible but, which if not, are at
least answerable.

10.

26

Community:Support
Finally, getting people together means community
support. Al too often the educational process his
meant the extraction of children from the natural
environment in which they live and placing them in
the artificial environment of the school. Btit if edu-
cation truly means "leading out," it will have to
mean leading children (and' -yin this case gifted chil-
dren) out into the world', in which all of us
function.

One important factor about using community
resources foroa gifted program is that it can serve
as part of the answer to lack of funds for special re-
sources and equipment.Those who wish to organize
an educational' program for the gifted will do
well to assure that specific goals and Objectives are
well defined before approaching the private sector
for assistance. But citizen groups, local service
organizationy, business, industry, foundations,
professional associations, and volunteer organiza
tions of all kinds can be a real asset to a gifted
program once they are brought on board and can
identify with a program's goals.

Beyond organizations and associations, in every
town large, and small, there are individuals who
can benefit gifted education and gifted children.'
There are artists, musicians, dancers, actors,
lawyers, judges,clergy, potters, weavers, carvers,
poets, engineers, chemists, politicians, civil
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servants, librarians, nutritionists. docto , and. a
host of others. Community institutio can also'
provide special resources for field trips, ploratory
study, and _projects. There are colleges,lchurches,
museums, trade and vocational schools, libraries,
orchestras, theaters, stamp and photography clubs,
and special_interest groups almost ad infinitum.

The presence of these persons and groups in a
community, does not mean that their support must
be enrolled to insure the- success of a gifted
progiam. _But their presence does mean that they
are potential' resources both for organizing The
program itself and for sustain\ng it once it has
begun. What is often overlooked that the people
who are involved in the a s, _sci ces, humanities,
business, industry, and *t e prof ions in a given
community are themselves 'fled i erms of accu-
mulated experience, and t at they ye a natural
interest in sharing with interested ung people
what they know, their skills, and their 'on of the
future. That they are not more v used, to
augment and supplement an educationa rogiam
which they themselves support with, t eir tax
dollars is a dreadful waste. These resods es ism
limited only by -the imagination of thOse w are
interested in_gifted education.,

These then,constitute the human efivironm of
'the gifted program you want .to sta'rt:i
children, teachers, parents, administrators, an
the resources of the community as calculated in
terms of the people who make it a community. Any
organizing committee which seeks to begin a gifted
program, should include 'representation froni all of
these elements insofar as-that is poisible, not only,
fox' the sak of diversity of input, but also to foster
broad based ownership in the.program's goals and
objectives from the beginning.

Organizing( The Marriage of People and Goals
There is no one way to organize anything._ Differ-
ent goals, strategies, and objectives will call for dif-
ferent modes of organization and different proce-
dures. Different,_ ocal contexts will- call 'forth dif-
ferent structural azangements. organize a
commune.hierarchically in this ay and ageould

. be a mistake, and the reverse side of the oiganiza- ,

tionat coin is the famous sign on P"resident"
Tfurrian's desk: "The buck stops here." The

.ittpshot is simply that you have to organize to meet
your needs. The following suggestions may priwe
helpful in the organizational task: -

,
Form thtninittee of persons .who have a
ieSterI ibteresein A gifted program. This will
most likely induce all the people discussed in
the- preceding section.

A 4,

2.. Seek and foster heterogeneity as a hedge
against both elitism and an attack frbm the

*blind 'side.
3. Develop an

2
overall plan which includes a

time line.
4. Match the interests and abilities of persons

with tasks to be performed, i.e.,. with goals,
objectives, strategies, and tactics, and not
with roles (chairman, vice chairman, etc.),

5. Every task _Carries with it two burdens:.'the.
responsibility for execution and the oversight
responsibility for seeing to it that the task gets
done. Soinetimes these are vested in the ,sani'e
person, sometimes not. Be dep.. Authority,
can be delegated; responsibility -cannot.
Someone has to be in charge.

6. Internal communication should be tall and
open. The "need to knbw" criterion has little
or no place here.

\
r

7. Build a component4f continual review and
evaluation into your plan.

S. Power. Face it. Starting a gifted program re-
. 'quires changing the 'status quo: Concentrate

energy, find a level' and a fulenim, and lean.
There are many sources of powerin
persons, in information, in the ability to form.
and direct opinion and the energy of others/
in the' ability to deliver what someone else
wants or needs, and in the ability to make ad.
vantagtious trade offs, i.e. turning a "win-
lose" ,t,tuation into a "win-win" 'situation.
The organizational component does not
mean ipowet\ grubbing, but it does mean
takin the power issue seriously and
una logetically.
The ollowing cepponenu should, be a part
of yo r organizational Structure:
a. 9vetall policy and planning.

. internalpandexternal- communication,
Community relations.

d. Parint and teacher support.
e. nformation on gifted educatibn.
f. entification.procedures.

triculum.

,

g.
h. E
Task
functio

rcei, can be organized around these

There is always An alternative. If one does,
not appear, it is probably because you are
asking the wrong question, or because you
are asking the right 'question to the wrong
person. .

,

The Whole point of organization is getting the
right person to do the right thing at .the right time',

. .

N

4,
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so that the goal is acc plisheil. The two most
dangerous enemies of goo organization are redun-
dancy of effort and bitin off more than you can
chew.at one time (for purposes 6f this article, com-

A

petence is assumed, but don't you assume id), Once
you have your organization in hand, have clarity of
goals, mptivation, and a little imagination, there is
little yoti,cannot accomplish.
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A Conversation with Jim

Y

..

Eliiabeth Neuman

THE record time for being interested in the
education of the gifted and talented without

having heard the name of Jim Gallagher is

probably, in the neighborhood of five minutes.
Since taking his PhD at Pennsylvania State Uni-
versiiy, his professional career has spanned duties
as a clinical psychologist,and Director of Psycho-
logical Services at the Dayton Hospital for Disturbed
Children; Associate Director of the Institute for Re-,
search on Exceptional Children, at the University of
Illinois; Chief of the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, USOE; and Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Planning, Research, and Evaluation,
USOPElle is a past president ofThe Council for Ex-
ceptional children and currently serves as director
of the Frank Porter Graham Child Development
Center and Kenan Professor of Education at .the
University of Mirth Carolina, Chapel Hill.

His publications have included studies on the
thinking, attitudes, and social adjustment of giftea
children, the education of the disadvantaged
gifted, intelligence measurement, teaching brain
damaged and retarded children, and other topics.
His most recent book,' Teaching the Gifted- Child,
was published in a second edition, by. Allyn and
Bacon this spring.

But Jim Gallagher is more than an amalga-
. mation of degrees, positions, and publications.

His leadership, often unconventional om,
and foresight in .the movement to educa our
nation's gifted and talented have been graced
by a ferocity, gentleness, productivity, and humor
that betray his Irish heritage. It should come as, no
surprise, then, that the conversation presented here
between him andDublin-born Elizabeth Neuman.:
should' seem ususually lively and worthy of a wider
audience. Triggered by her questions, Dr. Gal-
lagher ranges across some of the lessons learned
from the past and places that experience in the
context of what it means to be inyolVed in processes
of systemic change. Alonithe way he gives his own
thought provoking definition of gifted,/talks.a.houf
change agents (he is dubious), and' offers some
practical reflections on how to get things done.

lkiher - _

Elizabeth Neuman is cu ently finishing a PhD
in the education of the gifted at Teachers College,
Columbia University, while, gerving as an adminis-
trative intern in the USOE Office of Gifted and Tal-
ented. She has been involved in the education of the
gifted and talented in her native Ireland as well as
in this country, where she has worked for the West
Hartford, Connecticut School District,' and the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Handie\apped and Gifted
Children. This interview is a transcription of a con-
versation originally taped for educ'ational television.
We hope you enjoy listening in.

' 4 ...-----
,

x

A Conversation with
/
Jim Gallagher

Ms. Neuman: Dr. Gallairer has hcen 'much in-
voliied in gifted .and talented educktion and has
had verylvide experience in the field of education
generally. Most people in the field of education will .

_be v.ery_familiar withsheimportant_contributions_he_
has made to this field. in his several bOoks and
articles. Dr. Gallagher", I wonder if I could tallico
you aboUt your work in the field of gifted an
talented and ask you about your work in the field as
a "facilitator,"

\

Dr. Gallagher: Surely. I know that we de'cid'ed not
to use the term change agent, so I though it might
be worthwhile to say something about why. To me,
change. agent means or has the connot tion of
being a manipulator of going in and changing
people whether they want, to be changed or not. It
seems-fo me there is a role to be played by a\ facil-
itatiir someone who can articulate the needs of
People and Who knows how decision making mech
anisms work, whether it's the mechanism of a
school board or a legislature or whit.--,, ,..,
Ms. Neuman: I am very interested in. this particu-
lar area and I was wondering how long you have
been working in this' field and what got you in-
terested. 'Could you tell us a little' bit Ow that,
especially for people who haven't been iriithis field?,

7

Dr. Gallagher': Yes, a tong time is the a swer to
your first question. Actually, I got involved 'dirictly
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back in 1954 in 114is when I started a research
,project on the adjustment of highly gifted children
in the ;lementary classroom. These were yol,tng-
sters who from an IQ test score were about one in a.
hundred thousand in the population, and. we
wanted to find out what kinds of problemi they
were having and what the school was doing to try
and help them. From that I got involved in the Illi-
nois program. About three, years after that there
was. an _attempt, to get some legislation in the state
on die gifted. The School Problems Commission
held hearings and they got all sorts of interested
citizens to come in and express their interest in the
problem. Out of the hearings came some special
pilot studies that were done around the state. Out
of the pilot studies of three or four years, a full-
fledged legislative plan was developed which the
State of Illinois accepted, and I was involved in
most or those steps. 'I think it is crucial Co

understand that that is probably a good way for
any program for the gifted to get started-very
slowly and very quietly. There,needs to be a variety
of program elements that you can put into the field
so that people can see what can be done in this
area Only then can you generate some large
packa ge of support, because this is not an arelthat
generates instant support. People like to think
about it and get used to it fqr a while before they
say "Y's,- that's a good idea."

Ms. Neuman: We were just talking about highly
gifte childien. Is there a difference ibetween
high y.gifted and gifted? What kinds ofchildren
are e talking about? I

allagher: Well, everybnicly thinki it is easy to
define groups of youngsters like this and it really
isn't. My own definition is that giftid youngsters
are those who have learned to use the symbol
systems we have in, Our society at af much higher
and more effective rate than oche/ youngsters of
the same 'age. That means they use,' language more
effectively. It could mean they use mathematical
symbbl language more effectively. It could mean
they are extremely 'talented in using the symbolism
of drama or art more effectively

Ms. Neunian: So in effect are talking about
'high conceptualization.

-Dr.-Gallagher: High con ptualization, but" not
just with words.' Certainly, care not talking about
those youngsters who ha e rather narrow- talents
such as the Ping-Ponipl yer or the good crocheter4,
orsome such thingas:th t.

Ms. Neuman:_13ecau of the obvious difficulty of
meastding

e t

Dr. Gallagher: Not only that, but some talents are
not on a high level'of concept' development.
Sometimes we get confused when we say there's a' .
wise .iyariety of talent that we want to include,
winch' is ,right, but yc---&---don't want to include all
kinds of talent.Only those that use these conceptual
symbols at a very high and effective rate, that real-
ly outstrip the capabilities of the schools to deal
with them, ought to be included Not that the
schoOls area doing a bad' job. It's that there are
certain yotingsters the ordinary school system just
can't do a good j4 _with unless, there is some
special program.
Ms. Neuman: Ma9 we probe a little bit more into
,your historical background?

Dr. Gallagher',: A little bit.

Ms. Neuman: I'd like to talk about your book,
Teaching the Gifted Child. I was wondering how you,
came to ,write this book and what motivated you.
Was there a particular interest at this time (in the
1960's) in the lied?
Dr. Gal Yes. The .book ,hit at the flood of
the po era when there wits a tremendous
excite ent i the area4of the gifted that was gen-
erated first of all "by, our concern about our status
vis-,a-vis the Russians, and secondly by the Money
that came through the National Science
Foundation, the new curriculum effort. The
National Defense Education Act had training op-..
-portunitierforpeople in-this area and-there-was-a
tremendous ferment. Out of that and out of the
research that Thad done there was an opportunity
to pull a lot of things together-a lot of ideas
about special curriculum and.special areas of crea-
tivity and productive thinking. That's what-
stimulate,d the book and I was fortunate enough to
be at the-University of Illinoii,where. a great many
of those kinds-bf things were going on, so r could
talk from firsthand experience, about it.

Ms. Neuman: I know:that your wisdom stretched
'right across the Atlantic because I made extensive
use irk Ireland of your research bibliography which
was published later on and which was extremely
helpful. Would you say atthis point, .then, that the
interest in gifted and talented in the 1960's was a
natural development ..itither' than artificially
'induced
Dr. Gallagher: Well, I, 'think *part sit _really, was
artificially induked. A iCifl'ut gii:OTcauscs are aril}
ficiallY induced, I guess, but this was certainly
based upon fear2-rather,,dian upon 7-rational or
careful-planning. it ,wavaltin.A:O.P"Oood-1...ord, all. '
of a sudden these fellowk Tare ahead of us and they
may have bad intent, toward ,uS,j,alici how rid ewe
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protect ourselves?" So we threw lots of money into
the sciences and into mathematic§ in an attempt to
try and get a crash program to catch up. It is prob-

,,,ably a great lesson on how Our own decision making
apparatus works to get things done at the naatal
level.

I was in Washington for three years, and one of
the lesson§ I learned was that it is a crisis_oriented
town. Because you have power disbursed over so
many different places, so many different people, in
order to get anything done you have to have some
kind of an alliance of all those power sources. One
of the best ways you can get an alliance is to scare
the wits out of people. Then all the people who are
afraid will get together and do something. That
seemecito be the basis for the actions that took place
at that time. State legislators picked it up too.
That's one of the reasons why Illinois jumped into .
the legislatiye area at the full flood of that sputnik
thing and a lot of other states did the same thing.

r . ,

What we'te trying to da now (and I think this is
a much healthier way to go about it) is to try and
plan on a rational, systematic basis what needs to be
done, so that it isn't just a -kind of peak experience
which then falls back when some other crisis conies
along. That's what rlly happened, you knows In
1965 or_thereabouts, the American school system
became almost totally involved with the issues of
the disadvantaged child, with desegregation, and
with busing. For the last decade or so there really

-hasn't -been-a-great- systematic- effort-to-wont -wi
talented and gifted youngsters, and we haVe just
started to ,come- out of-that situation. If we have to._
depend -on, creating another, lese crisis; 1 don't
think we can count on any kind of. staying power. I

to '.develop a quite different way of
gefting,the-job done.

-

Ms, Neuman: That was going to be my next ques-
tion- to you. I wanted to ask you to talk a little bit
about focusing on gifted and talented education ,
and hoW it has been pOssible to bring. about a
situation which would train "facilitators" in the
education of gifted and talented at all levels
federal, state, and local. I wonder if you would
comment ingeneral ahoutthetraining aspect.

Dr. Gallagher: I think you first have to ask what
the job is that has to be done. What is a facilitator
and what, will-J4, facilit ator,dorThen.x0 can find
out ,how-you-would train somebody to think
that facilitators. can be useful to the extent. that
they first are able.to understand the 'feelings and
needs of the people in the area that-they're dealing
with. They. must empathize with these people'
whether they agree .with all of them or not. They

it

must at least understand them. Second, they must
understand the system that they are trying to have
an impact on and help the people who have needs
but don't know how to get them satisfied. That's a
very different attitude from saying, "I have a secret
plan that I'm going to implement because I have
some special techniques that I can use to work my
way around _people, " In this area, when you
say "Why don't we do ,something for gifted chil-
dren?" and "I've got a plan," you find that you
are articulating what lots of other people have felt
but haven't said. And when you say that; you get
people saying "Yes, that's right, we certainly ought-
to do something in this area I've thought -about
that myself froin time to time as to why we don't
pay more attention in this area." What you're
doing is not twisting people's feelings in this
direction. What yoU're really doing is expressifng
what they've felt in the first place, perhaps fOr th
first time. Then the trick is to get a legislature,
school board, or citizens' group interested in this
enough so that certain 'kinds of actions are taken.'!'
The question is how do you train somebodyto do
that?

Ms. Neuman:, Well, wrhaps we can talk about
that later: While we're at this point, let's talk about
how you can get something done in the area of the
gifted and talented at the federal level.
Dr. Gallagher: As you know, there has- been an'
amendment passed to the new Elementag and
Secondary Education Act. I think. that, section
actually goes back about, six years io earlier
legislation that called for a report to the Con-
gress. How -that got started was that attain
Congressmen became quite interested in gift&
education and they wanted to do something for
these children. But it came at a time When, if that
something cost money (even if it were 10 cents) it
Wouldn't get passed. The Congressmen, wise in the
waY§bfsheir own organization, instead called, on a
kind of resolution basis, for a study and analysis of
what the Office of Education was doing'about thii
and of how existing legislation was helping the-
gifted. Fortunately, there was a Commissioner of
Education at that time named Sid: Marland who
was terribly in erested in the topic and siezed upon'
this as an opportunity to get something done. They
held hearings in 12 cities around the country and
asked for citizen participation and opinion. WI'Iat
they got was a wide range in opinion and' great-
support for trying to do something. And that
strengthened the liand;:of the Congressmen who
were interested. Then they'cOuld ga, hack 4ncl-
troduce legislation that was modest in scope and
yet still allowed thein to' express their feeling that
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something meaningful needed to, haPpen in this
area.

Ms. Neuman: These things don't happen
_ overnight. . _

Dr. Gallagher: No, they don't happen. overnight.
I remember Senator Wayne Morse. You know, he
kept...Introducing legiSlationi that kept getting
turned down and turned down, -and it took ten
years to get a piece of legislation accepted that as
really -important. I think that is the lessiin. We
seem to live in a country where the concept'of.life
is built around athletic contests. You kriciw, who
won the game? So the legislative business is a
continuing business, and you never really win and
you never really lose. You ask when does the river
end and the answer is it never doesit just keeps
flowing on. An example of this is that legislatiOn,
attgough it is passed, is not a battle won because
?so ,thing is authorized. You still have to have
app priations for money to be available to be
spe Until those appropriations are made you
re y haven't got anything but a piece of paper in
your bands.

Ms: Neuman: That's being very frank.

Dr. Gallagher: Well, it's true. One of the exciting
and most powerful things in the area of the gifted
in terms of getting something done was the emer-
gence of parent groups. Ten years ago_the only
parent group I knew about,frIVIr-in Southern
California, arid parents would Mnot 'drain Of
coming together in an action group. They thought
that would be kind of bragging to their neighbors.
It has only been in the last four or five years that
they've said "No, by goodness, if something is going
to get done in this area, we're going to have to get

, organized and get something done.". And they've
done it. And so we see these parents' groups and
citizens' groups springing up all -around the
country. They have tremendous influence on legis-
lators who' will listen very carefully to, what they
have to say.

Ms. Neuman: May I ask youwhy the need- for
.,

-special legislation for gifted' and talented?

Dr. Gallagher: I think what we are faced with is a
financial crisis in'the field of education. There just
is not enough money to do the quality job that we
feel should be done. Given .that situation, you're
-going, to-ask, "Where is- the money going to go?"
What money we do have is going to go to meet im-
mediate- crises because.,, you remember, we act on
crisis. The gifted are a long term erosion problem
it is an erosion of talent that affects our society over
a long period of time but, you can't say that the
whole world, is. going to fall apart Monday if you
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don't hive a special program for the gifted. But
other people can make that 'kind of claim for some
of the other pressing areas of society. SO the reason
we need special resources at the state or federal
level is to provide catalytic flids. They -allow
school systems to do some adventuresome things
that theyothewise wouldn't_doand_co_uldn't_spend
the ritoney ,on. because the money is already com-
mitted to sorrie;other areas.

Ms. Neuman: In terms of getting people together,
we all know that it just doesn't happen overnight. as
has been said. Ho* do you communicate with
people who have the same interests? How do you go
about this? Is there a methanism that you use? Are
there special techniques?

Dr. Gallagher: Well, Iguess you just have to find
the people. The opportunity exists in conferences,
and also in other kinds of, general meetings where
you Wave a chance to speak out on the issue. Some
people come up and identify themselves and they
say, "I'm very interested in this, I want to know
how to do this." Then there are professional organ-
izatiori's like TAG (The Association for the Gifted)
that professionals can belong to. And there are
other &ganizations that are supportive or-pro-
grams for -the gifted. You also have mechanisms
like the National/State.,Leadetslup Training Insti-
tute on the Gifted and Talented (LTI),'directed by
Iry Sato and David JaCksOn. I have been a
consultant to the LTI and that has been a'mecha-
nism to help communicate, ideas in this area., I've
been very impressed by the Way-in, which, they haw._
gone about it and the effectiveness that ihey_have
had.
Ms. Neuman: Does it have any other goals apart
from a communication goal?

Dr. Gallagher: Yes, the focus of communications
is to encourage state action. What the 1::TI has
done was to bring, in teams of five people from a
state the state of North Dakota, Arizona, New ,

York, etc.=and they went through very intensive:
-three,week training periods-in the summer which
brought partiCipants up to date on the newest ideas
and developments in the education of the gifted.,
Also, it gave them a kind ofIirimer as to how to
impact on the local educational system,, the
educational systerrlc and on the 'decision makers,
like legislators.

Ms. Neuman: So in effect they beime
tators who would return to their own states.

Dr. Gallagher: Yes, that's right. They asked that'
the team have a special kind of composition. They
wanted someone high up in the hierarchy of the
,state education agency so that that person could
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go. back and influence things within the state
system. They wanted a local, education person and
a parent or a citizen type who could reatly Speak out
freely and effectively without being worried about
what the rest of their educatienat responsibilities
are, and a legislator interested in the problem.

"`--- NOW. when these people gbbackas a team, they
try to impact on all of the various systems that
they aremembers 44rid they support one another.
When things ddn't, always go the way they should,

" they have four other people that they can 'corn-
municate with 'and can say, What do we do about .

this now? . c. : .

Ms..Neumari: Wa the team concept based on
. some particular theory?

.Dr. Gallagher: Well, I'd have to ask Sato and
Jadltion, I think, about.ihat. I think you can see
the traces tif Havelock and some of the other peo-
ple who have written on social change. I knOw that
Brickell's earlier report . on organizing New York
state change was sinnethhag that impressed Jackson
very early, even back in Illinois days. So l would
think-that there are Sonie: .-.0' - ,L

, .:-
Ms Neumean: seeds of these thoughts.

. ,

, Dr.:Gallagher: there certainly are..
kids,' who are already doing better than my kids,

Ms. Neuinan : .may we *turn for just -a rti&ttent t9 -"do .evert Bette,r..': They .say, "Why should I
interest in-gifted'-and taientedcand I -ask you support sOrnei6irig Iike that which would., Ptishmy
about hott the interest in gifted -and &reined Kid even farther ,dawn the ladder?" That's *the
gamed -momentum did you organize specific honest person who thinks that. There are a lot of
Activities or did it juSt hippen . other people thinking tht who aren't saying it

:But.-I think .there fs also a change in that attitude
Dr. Gallagher: You man in this recent -period?

.

`

say there is not enough energy to gq ATOund; there
is not nough food to go around; we have to start
paying,attention to this problem and conserving.
,It's a very short step from that point to saying there
is not enough brains to go around either.'We have
a tremendous number of problems for this society
td solve:
Ms. Neuman: That's a very interesting viewpoint. I
know, to add a little personal note, that when I
came to this country two years ago, I asked a naive
question when I saw all the lights left on in the
_governntent offices in Washington: Did we have to
pay for electricity? So I take your point.

Dr. Gallagher: .We have,a long way to go before
we start really conserving either our energy or our
brains. I think what recent interest has done has
been to 'provide a kind of underlay of public in-*

terest and support, and a recognition that "Yes, we
had to get something done." Another model that I
think has been destructive to us has been a
competitive dog-eat-dog style of operating, in the
sense of saying that you are ahead of me and that is
bad and I will work to see that I get ahead of you.
So if you are supporting programs for gifted
children, and,you talk about this to public groups,
you alwayt get, somebody who will react by
saying, "My kid's only getting C's in school and
here .you shave a proposal by which my neighbor's .

c

Ms. Neuman: Recently, in the reawakening of
interest. t,

ya

Dr. Gallagher: The reawakening. That's an
interes(ingq'tieStion because. I'm not sure what the
answer: is. All I know, is that things are happenine
I think.there is a c6mbinatiori ,of things of interest
at the federal level, 'and the visibility 9f attempts to
get legislation passtd stirs up interest. I thinethere
is a 'grOwing., concern- and interest in the general
public that wasn't there before. If you had to trace
it, back. k'd say that is a general recognitiOn.qf the
limitations:of our resofirces in this country. This is
avery newt. concept for Americans to face. You
know, it usid to be'thit they would say it didn't
matter if we wasted- that we ,had -so much.
We would just useitup and throw h away and get
something else. We have now gotten across the
concept of conserving our natural resources. We

to. the extene of some' people being willing to say
we have to live in a cooperative world, not a corn
petitive world.

Ms. Neuman: I think that is true.
Dr: Gallagher: If that is true then we need all the
help we can get from anybody, frOm any source.
Thatthenmeans "yes," let's get.the special pro-
grams, let's get the special talent, let's do what is
necessary so that these people canet in there and
do an effective job of solving these problems.

Ms. Neuman: I think it is probably true that we
are now in a position of requesting special
attention in many areasthe gifted is just one
them.

Dr. Gallagher: Sure.

Ms.,,,,Neuman: We were talking about legislation
and I know there will be many people interested in
how you find legislators to become interested- in
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gifted and talented education, or for that matter
Chr ihY aspect of education. Whatc1b.you-do?

Dr. Gallagher: I think in this ,area like in other
areas, if you speak your message out loud enough

emselves_ and
like to help

s citizens or
ask them if
tter. People
have some -,

eir minds ta
is of ways he

-Intl.long enough they will identify
will come, forward and say they woul
you in- this-area, Or you wouictg-o
educators to various legislators.and
they are interested. It is a simple m
think somehow or another they have t
thing very important or special on t
go in and talk to their legislator. In 1
is a servant of the people, and he Els more than
willing to listen to you. If he won't listen to .you he

. will have members of his staff who acre more than
willing to listen to you. So you talk to these people
and you ask them if they are interested and some
will say,-"Oh yes, that's an interesting thing," and .

they don't follow it. up. Others will say, "Tell us
more about it. Can we go see some programs that are
special in this, area so that we can get an idea of
what this is abdat?" You can invite the
Congressman or the Senator to various kinds of
meetings to give a speech a convention of some
sort. If they come and if they are enthusiastic, them
you know you have someone who is interested. The
use of professional conferences and meetings to
bring forward angressmen who are interestedand
who have a highly audible say on the topic has
been bne technique that has worked very well.

Ms. Neuman: Now that we have legislation on the
books, are you happy with the results of the work
of the past couple years? Is this the end or are we
still in the middle of the river?

Dr. Gallagher: No, we are still in the river. We
will always be in the river. I was in Washington long
enough to know that some legislation gets passed
and never gets any money. So it just ends up as
pieces of paper. But, I think the kinds of things
that have happened have been very encouraging. So
is the kind of support that we are getting from all
kinds and levels of society. One of the 'break-
throughs we had was that for a while programs for
the gifted were looked on as elitist. It has only been
recently that the concept of minority g4oups having
gifted children too has taken hold, and that pro-
.grams really need to include representatives from
all ways and walks of life, because you can find
giftedness and talent in every ethnic and every
racial group that we have in this society. We have
really spent some serious time in the last five years
trying to find more effective ways to have giftedness
among minorities emerge, because it does not ap-
pear as clearly sometimes as in more favored and
upper middle class' backgrounds.
. . .

Ms. Neuman: May we change our focus a little to
that of the teichea At this point in the interview I.
was wondering if you could imagine yourself in a
situation where you have to teach-someone else how
to become a facilitator. Could you tell us what you'
would telltiomebody-if they Were gAnitornake ,-
some-of-the-changenn-arnifact yoti itutiyated? First
of .all, when you begin planning social chair,
what are the things you look for in order to organ-
ize your approach?

Dr. Gallagher: Well, let roe respoiid to the first'
part first. I am not sure you can teach somebody to
,do this in the traditional sense. I think you cain
encourage those characteristics they already have. I,
think a very wholesome respects for the opinioni
and feelings of other people is crucial. Training in
.clinical psychology trains you to try and listen for
the feelings of people, and I think if you violate the
rights or the privileges of, people and ride
roughshod over them, then you are in very difficult
situations. I don't care how many,techniques you
know as a change agent. Beyond that, I think a
certain amount of patience and persistence has to
be either trained into you or you have to recognize
that that is what it is going to take. Eyerybody who
tries to get ,decisions from public bodies finds that
there are a lot of other people- whaha'(e great ideas
too. They are trying to get their thing passed and
approved, and there is not enough money and not
'enough retsources to go around.' So, if people don't
automatically see that_ your...program is, themost.
wonderful thing in the world, you have to be
patient. You have to keep 'working, talking to
them, understanding what their objections are,
and trying to get across to them the values of the
program you have. That takes time. you can't do
it in one speech. You can't do it in one interview. I4r
think you have to recognize the slowness of this
whole thing, the necessity of keeping at, it. You are
going to get diSeouraged becauSe it is not going,to
work, and yo are not going to get the things you
want the first time, the second time, or the third
time. I guess t at is the message t would try to get
across to peo le who are interested in doing this
kind of thing.

Also, find our allies. Who wants to help you?
Who sees in t e kind of thing that yott are doing
something tha will help something that they are
doing? Maybe someone who is interested in math-
ematics curric him development sees the-programs
for the gifted s an area that they want to support
because it is i line with their own interest. Some-
one who has rest interest in developing: the arts
and humanities may, say, Yes, that s down my
alley I watild. like-re see somethinfin-that area."



t
___Yol get people who are public spirited, people who
look-far into the future and say, "We have to use
the taleins-and brains of our society if we'are going
to survive 'the-next couple of decades; we have to
dc; something with this just for the benefit of our
country."

, You get so cynical about these,kinds of things
and about all the deals that have been made in
politics.that you tend. to forget thait there are a lot
of people who really do think that positively. They,,
really do' prize the country, and they want ,to see
good things happen to it and are wilting to listen to
people yho they :think have something that will
help. Yfiu always have to talk to politicians about
"what's in it for me." And of course a politician is
interested in survivial. If he is in danger of being
beaten at the next, election you are going to have a
hard time talking to him about anything else. But
there are other people ,who/are free from that, at
least for a period,of time, who want to look at the
future, and who want to do something good for
their country; They want to do something good for
their state or city and you can appeal to them on

ithat basis. You don't have to just appeal to them
by saying if you re for this you'll get 20 votes.

Ms. N'euman : To use a word that you used
before it is really a 'matter of perseverance,, a
little bit .of wisdom in making use of people who
really are friendly toward your goals.

Dr. Gallagher.: Yes,' and the other is that
you should know the institution you are trying to'
influence. If folLare trying to do something about

0.

. a university program, that you think ought to be
iimproved, you havo know how universities work.

More knowledge helps more. If you want to get a
law passed, you need tq,know. A lot of people think
that you need 300 Congressmen running down the
middle of Pennsylvania Avenue screaming in
.support of this legislation. But you.\and I know that
three or four will do if they are on the right
committee and have the right seniority and if there
is no group in opposition. You need some very
good people who will work hard at thiS. If there is
no vocal opposition, then it is likely that it will
pas; Somewhere down the line it will pass because
these people, being at the right place at the right
time on the right committees with the right power
to get things done, are all you need. You'do not have
to run a public opinion poll that says I have 63%
of the public behind me, or I must have 52% of the
Congress in. pocket before I can even dream of
starting. That's not so., That is the secret that is
known to people iyho work around state capitols
and around Washington. But it is -a secret ['hat
everybody ought to know about.

rt
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Ms. Neuman: That you can get places with a few
people.

Dr. Gallagher: Yes.

Ms. Neuman: May we get back to the .question
that we were talking about before? When 'you
begin trying to effect some sort of social change,
what are the kinds of things that one has to look
for? I think we have covered some of them in
talking just now, If you were to select a couple of
them, what would you highlight?

Dr. Gallagher: I guess the basic question is: What
basic need are you trying to solve through this
social 431,a0 Can we identify what it is, then can
we find he people who have this need (either
obviously or by implication) and then can we
reach them through institutions or organizations or
some sort so that they know that you are there?
Can we work with enough of these people to
develop some kind of strategy or plan as to what
needs to be done? Then can we mobilize the orga-
nizations to get it done? flaving the education
organizations.behind the program is an extremely
important thing because they have many strong.
influences on public decision makers.

Ms. Neuman: You were talking about the word
techniques I think you used the word strategy
rather than technique. What would you consider to
be the two or three most important strategiesif
you used strategies?

Dr. 'Gallagher: It may differ for different areas.
For the gifted and the talented, what I have
learned froth the Illinois experience and the Wash-
ington experience is that you start carefully and
small, You build your support gradually through
experience. The more people that you get involved
and committed to these programs, the more the
support fans out, becoming more substantial and
broader in its base. Only then should you go for
large systematic program of some sort because then
you will haye lots of people in .chorus behind You
saying1"Yes, that's right." One of the things we did.
in IllinoisBill liogge pretty much eclid in Illi-
noiswas to bring in key members in the state who
were heading demonstration centers and programs
for the gifted. These were all people coming out of
all different kinds of placeseducational, admin-
istrators, teacherspeople who, had been picked
out by their school system and, told that they we're
now heading the program for the gifted,
demonstration center, or a reirrikUrsenient pro-
gram, or what have you.. 1:11*.peOple were,
brought in for about eight.:*eks' of solid eight
hour a day, training.,in the Summer. In the middle
Of that time they either became disgusted or

4
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grearTiajority of them became conquerors. They
Said this was wonderful; and they went 'back and
sold the program in the local community. By the
time it came around.- to support the general
program we had a biiiad base of support from all

' ; the-leadership-people-who-wire-out-there-fighting
our battles for us.

The same kin&of thing is happening with the
Leadershij Training Institute. With teams now
from about 48 state's who have already been
through it, they can see the virtues of the programs
and are- ready to battle for them. :By -the- time
something really does come up of a major nature,
you have all sorts of allies in all sorts of positions

. out there who are willing to go to bat for you and
say this is a good idea, a good- program, let's go.
But it takes that slow development until you fmd
your allies. You ...build a leadership group, that is
interested in this area and then and only then are
you really- ready for a larger operation. I think in

, some ways the crisis approach operation the
Chicken Little approach to-policycan get, money,
but then ,there are neither the trained personnel
nor the basic support,for the program in the com-
munity. As a result, a lot of these programs floun-
der. They get bad reputations and they-get into a

. lot of trouble. I think the way in which th
program for the gifted-is being deVeloped-,-v
slowly, very .graduall,y, building uptin leader-
shipis a more -permanent way of assuring that

t you don't have those.peaks and valleys where one
moment you're on top of the world and six months
lateryou're- at-theliottom -of-everything, We have
hadenough of those wild swings up and downnd
I think we need to have a more gradual program
development philosophy.

Ms. Neuman: We are building something which
will be more lasting.

Dr. Gallagher:Yei, That is he whole notion.
Ms. -Neuman: We are building a Manhat
rock.

)r... Gallagher.: Manhattan project. Yes, I thin- k
that's= fight. Gross swings of interest that are arti-
ficially induced by fear have the seeds of their own
destruction- in them. Because people are hostile
they keep their hostility in check during the
positive phase but they -*air for something bad to
-happen: Something- bad" -will- happen =because you
haven't prepared-the, groundwork for It. Then they
feap..iin It and use it to tear down and destroy the
ptogrartl,,Building a; ositimg. attitude in large sec-
tioris.Of sOCiety-forthiS kind of program,- slowly and
gradually: .is a much more fruitful way to go.

74.,Netirnin: And -determines success to a certain
exrerit- _ers like a sausage,-grindkr_ andrthrOw them out_in. . -

Gallagher: Sure.
Ms.Neuman: In thinking-about social change, are
there ,any particular assumptions you would make
about -people in the .edttc:aticititfield, particularly in
reference to tfiegifted and talented?
Dr. GaLyg

.
.

-,
her: I'm not sure . .

. -1

Ms. Neuman:.. . ..or abotirthe edtication system
in general? In terms of changing social systems, are

, there particular assumptions, you would make
about education systems?

Dr. Gallagher: Yes; I think the assumption that'
everybody-has a right to make is that the education
system, like all large systems, has a kind of inertia
to it that doesn't change easily, and that one has
tofmd themechanisras by which.one can impact
on theie systems' because they don't. want to
change. As a matter ,of fa4, you don't want to "
change; I don't want to change either. In ways I
am not-ready to change. You ask, how do you get
people 'ready to change and willing to change?

,_That's really .the point. How do you, show -people
the place in your-program- tharmeets their. need so
that you can get change tis take place? I think that
time is one thing that you are going to have to
spend a lot of in this kind of, business. It requires
time and. constant and persistent contacts with
farge numbers of people before you can-count on

_,getting the job done.
- Now the problem with this system is that-

built--up from 18,000 individual school districts,
and2so ilierereally is notin_place miything which is.
a cross-school system kind of Operation. Training
programs- are in universities that were developed
almost; apart, from the schools. There is always the'
complaint that they are not responsive- to the

L.-schools. Your research comes from a completely
different source. What we would want for-a state, I
would ,think, wolild be a balanced program where
you say I -am not satisfied just with special teacher
allotments orsetting up special I want to
see in the state program the-back-up that make it a
quality program,. There has to be training; there
has to be curriculum development; there harto be
research and some means of circulating new ideas,
either terms of technical assistance or
consultation of some sort. These all ought to be
part of the state plan.

When the money gets appropriated by public
bodies. what ustsilly gets appropriated is- ear-.
marked for -servieeti but- not for the support sys-

. terns. So-the task of the facilitator, or someone who
has this concept in mind, is ta get to the people to
explain the importgice of these support pograms
for the children. YAu.jitst cannot grind out teach-
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the field and forget about them if you want a qual-
ity program.You have to have continual intervice
training, you have to have ways of getting new
ideas into their hands. None of these are frills,
which is what they are sometimes called.
Supp;ortin_g services cost about 10% to 15% of what.
you spend on straight service to the youngsters. But
that 10 or n% will make the difference between
A really first rate quality program and a-program
that is just limping along. .

. .

Ms. Neuman: On the note of quality I think we
have taken up enough of your time. I think We
have all realized that change is an Ongoing process,
particularly in-this area. As a final comment in
terms of the gifted and talented thrust, do you
think we are going to see it as a more lasting or

Dr. Gallagher: I think so. You mention change.
I'm -delighted to have you Come because I love to
talk as everybody knows. Let me try on something
that impressed me once. Someone once said change
is all around us. That's true,. but look at what

happens every time we try to.charige:things delib-
erately. Sure, the ,autom'ohlle, "chaii4ed, our social
lives, and television changedlour family life, but
nobody planned it that way. It wasn't a group of
people, who got together and said now we're going
lo change the life of the families by introducing
television. As, a matter of Fact;' every time we have
deliberately set out to :do something it hasn't
worked very well.

What this means is that we have a lot more to
learn. My guess that the gifted program will con-,.

, tinue a. pleasant- growthcontinuing growth-
just a guess becatt:se- I don't knovi what the foices
are that will really affect us. I do think that-the
needs of the country for.talent are so great; and I

,think the realization of that is, so great,- that it is

hard for me to see how the country, will back off
from the very modest effort that is going on now. I
can only see that we will get more.

Ms. Neuman: Again, my thanks to 'you. It has
been a delightful afternoon.
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Current Publications On the
. Education of the Gifted and Talented -*

0

Available from The Council for Exceptional
Children, ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicipped
and Gate& Children

Topical Bibliographies

All bibliographies listed here should be ordered
from the CEC Information Center,Te Council for
Exceptional Children, Reston, Virginia 22091,
using the stock number provided. 'Bibliographies
are available at a cost of $3.00 each for CEC mem-
bers, $4.00 each for nonmembers.

Stock No.

667
639

Title

Creativity
Gifted and Talented

Research
661 Gifted Children and 1975

the Arts and
Humanities-

636 Gifted - General 1973
Readings

660 Gifted Handi- 1975
capped, Disad-
vantaged, 'and
Underachievers

668 Identification of , 1975
the Gifted

656 MaihematiCs and 1975 -

Science for Gifted
Children

609, Programing for the 1975
Gifted

"Other Publications-on Gifted and
Talented Education

Stock No. Title and Description

8 Productive Thinking of Gifted
Children in Classroom Interaction,
1967. Interrelationships among sex,
family environment, self Concept,
cognitive style, verbal. expressiveness,
IQ score, and scores on productive.

Date

-19'75
`1973

39

thinking test among gifted secondary
school students, 2.40. 112 pages. .

13 The, Abilities of Young Children.
1967. A study to establish criteria for
evaluating the creativitY, of products
of elementary school children and to
determine the 'relationship between
creative ability and intelligence.
$3.00. 76 pages.

18 Personal and Social Adjustment of
Gifted Adolescents, 1902. An investi-
gation of the similarities' and dif-
ferences in the personal and social ad-
justment of intellectually :gifted and
average adolescents. $3.00. 72 pages,

50 Gifted and Talented Children: Prac-
tical Programing Aids for Teachers
and Principals, 1972. Explores ways to
enhance school programs Tor the
bright student, through planning by
administrators, teachers, and parents.
$2.75. 88 pages. .

78 They Shall Create: Gifted Minority.' Children', 1974. Paul 'Torrance reads
and comments on poetry and .prose
written by Black and Mexican
American youth. Ernest, Bernal ex-
plores how the Mexican American
community perceives- giftedness and
identifies its gifted- children. Irving
Sato presents an overview of the
dimensions of talent and' 'giftedness.

, Tape cassette: $10.00 per cassette. 66
minutes.

502 Arts and Hunianities:. Perspectives on
Gifted and Talented Educatioil, 1974.
Directories, articles on arts and hu-
manities 'education for the gifted and
talented, funding sources, community
resources, bibliography. $4.00 for
CEC members, $4.00 for nonmem-
bers. 77 pages.
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116 Resource Manual of Information on

.Gifted Education, 1975. Direct dries,
bibliography, film reseurces... Articles
on the federal role, state of the art,
teaching the gifted, identification of
giftedness among, Mexican American
children; the role , of the Leadership,
Training Institute. 96 pages.

117 Training Teachers of the Gifted and
Talented: A Comparison of Models,
1975. Discusses teacher character-
istics, the role of the teacher as change
agent, compares various preservice
and inservice training models. Bibli-
ography and listing of colleges and
universities which offer degree
programs in gifted education..
64 pages.

118 Gifted and Talented- Developing Ele-
mentary and Secondary ,School Pro,
gramo, 1975. Articles on values educa-
tion for the gifted, disadvantaged
gifted, instructional planning, starting
a gifted program, and a featured in
terview with Dr. James Gallagher.
Bibliography. 52 pages.

Available from, the National/State($? Leadership
TrainingInstitute on the Gifted and Talented
Developing a Wraten Plan for the Education of
Gifted and Talented Students, by Irving S. Sito,
Marlin Birnbaum, and Jane Early LoCicero. A
matrix for the national summer institute on the
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